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I INTRODUCTIONa

The following report represents the findings of the Housing

Assistance Council, Inc., in response to the request of HUD Task

Force IV to provide an qrAnalysis 'of Alternative Methods of Rural Home

Repairtt. Any analysis of repair programs in rural areas, however, is
und.erstandable only within a context which examines both the housing

conditions and the prevailing resources in rural America.

Demographic Data

fn 1970, non-metropolitan areas contained thirty percent

of the population, but approximately forty-three percent!of
the poverty populationr ds defined by ttre Office of Economic

Opportunity. One person in five is below the poverty Ievel

in non-metropolitan u="ur r?/ as compared to one in nine in
metropolitan areas. Put another way, the incidence of poverty

in non-metropolitan areas is roughly twice that in metropolitan

areas.

With only thirty percent of the population in 1970, non-

metropolitan areas also had fully forty-five percent of the

housing units which were lacking essential plumbirg, over-

crowdedr or both.3/ one house in tLveU is inadequate in non-
+5r

L/

u
2/

!/

of 271007r113 poverty persons nationally, 11r750,296 are in non-
metropolitan areas

of 6L,9791570 non-metropolitan persons, LL1750,296 are poverty persons.

of 8 ,215 r 6 30 inadequate hous j-ng units nationally, 3, 63 3 ,072 are in
non-metropolitan areas .

of 191586r800 units in non-metropolitan areas, 316331072 are in-
adequate.
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metropolitan areas, while only one metropolitan house in

twenty-five is inadequate. The incidence of inadequate

housing outside of metropolitan areas is roughly 3.5 times

higher than the metropolitan incidence.

/Most .str.iking, the great majority of non-metro-
l

poli'tan poverty and inadequate housing is found in towns and

unincorporated places of 2r500 population and be1ow. It is

"ruraI" in the truest sense of the word.

Special Rural Problems

While lack of decent housing for low-income citizens
has been a persistent national probl'em, the problem in
rural areas has some special characteristics. These in-
clude:

(a) National ignorance about the rural housinq problem

The fact that almost sixty percent of the nation's
substandard housing exists in towns of 2,5A0 popula-
tion or less is largely unknown to the American public,
and its elected and appointed officials. The low-income
housing and community development problem has been
considered urban and not ruraI.

(b) Severe poverty

The rural poor, g,enerally, possess lower income
levels than their urban and suburban counterparts.
This is due to lower wage rates and lower welfare
assistance levels in the rural sections of the coun-
try. This exacerbates their housing problem, obvi-
ously. Most housing subsidy programs require some
partial ability to pay; this element is lacking in
rural areas, where the income of many low-income
families is insufficient for even the real estate
tax and utility cost burdens of decent housing.
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(c) Under-allocation of federal resources

The "urban crisis" has captured the national atten-
tion. For every doIIar of federal housing and com-
munity development monies allocated to rural areas,
six dollars are spent j-n the cities.

(d) Absence of public agencies dealing with the problems

rn cities and even in suburbs, public housing
authorities, urban renewal agencies, planning commis-
sions and other bureaucracies have permanent, pro-
fessional staffs which spend major portions of their
time on achieving delivery of low-income housing.
These groups possess skilI and access to federal
resources. Nothing comparable exists in rural areas.

(e) Lack of entrepreneurial interest in rural housing
development

Considerable low-income housing production in
cities and in suburban areas is initiated by private
sector forces, such as developers, architects, real
estate persons and interested lawyers. This sector
of low-income housing development j-s virtually non-
existent in rural areas for a variety of reasons,
including lack of a profitable market.

(f) Inadequate and inexperienced private financinqr
resources

The sizeable and active private construction and
mortgage lending insti-tutions are urban and suburban;
"country" banks generally lack the knowledge and
resources to finance low-income housing development.

(q) The deepest subsidy proqrrarns are under-utilized

Despite exceptionally sharp and pervasive
poverty, the housing progiram serving lowest incomes
public housing is less widely used than in urban and
suburban areas. Rural America has half of the countryrs
poverty and only a third of its population, and yet it
has received less than twenty percent of the public
housing subsidized units in the country.

(h) Lack of organized concern for the rural housing
problem

'Most sections of the country possess a variety
of organizations whose voices are raised on behalf
of low-income housing problems, such as minority,
civic, charitable and community and neighborhood
action groups; rural areas have no groups paying
regular concern to the housing needs and issues.
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(i) Absence of rural development poliey

While the nation lacks a comprehensive policy for
the relative development of urban, suburban and rural
areas, there is considerable effort in planning for
the future in metropolitan areas and cities. No
comparable efforts exist for rural areas.

( j ) HUDrs efforts are almost entirelv non-rural

Even though it is the cabinet 1eve1 department
entrusted with our national housi-ng and community
development programs, its efforts and resources are
aimed almost exclusively at urban and metropolitan
sectors and, consequently, the major national effort
in these programs does not reach rural areas.

Rural-Urban Contrasts

The fact that rural areas have a substantially higher

incidence 6f poverty and. inadequate housing than urban areas

is the result of a history of neglect, as well as of the special

problems of minimal financialr- employment, and other resources.

At the same time, it is one of the causes of the perpetuation

of these problems. In other words, housing and economic

development are integrally connected.

To solve these problems would^ require a coordinated and

rational rural development policy a policy that recognizes

the interrelationships of housing, economic and community

development. In urban areas, dt least the fragments of such

a policy exisEr rlo matter how the plans are eventually

implemented.

For years, government officials have recognized that, in
order to revive and sustain an urban area, activities of a
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wide-ranging, public nature had to be undertaken and levels

of spending for these activities had to be increased. Some

rational planning and mounting of comprehensive federal

programs have been undertaken. Overall development policies,

however inadequate some might consider them, do in fact exist

in the cities. Various needs--economic development, employ-

ment, transporLation, health and education--have been integrated.

Urban renewal, for example, requires that plans be approved

for the location of transportation, educational facilities,

water and sewer systems, and so oor before urban renewal funds

can be utilized, because each element affects the others. No

comparable program exists in rural areas

HAC has found that there is little pattern r oy equal dis-

tribution of resources nothing which could be described as a

rational network for producing housing for the rural poor. The

necessary agencies of government are largely lacking. For example,

almost 50? of all rural counties lack even a public housing authority.

With few exceptions the formation of nonprofit housing development

corporations has been random, and their geographic coverage erratic

and limited. In short, there is no set of ideas or institutions for

the development of rural areas which could be considered public

policy. 
.

Rural Rehab/Repai r Opportunities

The paucity of definitions and data on rural rehabilitation
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serves to hinder any rational policy, The census states that

there are 31633t072 "inadequate" units in rural America, but no

one knows the real condition of these units. That is, how many

are "rehabable t' . There are not even def initions of what a
rr standard" unit is or what constitutes a I'rehabable" unit. While

it is clear that the retention of the salvageable housing stock

is a desirable and necessary goal in rural as well as urban

America, the absence of a coherent national development policy

impedes the assessment of the role of repaLr/rehabilitation in a rural

housing strategy.

Obviously, repair/rehabilitation is only one element in the for-

mation of an overall, rational development plan for rural areas.

By itself, a repair program cannot be seriously considered as

a housing strategy.

Repair programs do have a pla-ce in any overall housing

strategy. That place should be as a tool to maintain existing

housing stock. Repair should not be used in lieu of rehabilitation,

nor as a substitute for new constructj-on. The except,ion to this general

approach would be a situation where it is obvious that the structure'

will be used only for a limited period of timei for example,

elderly homeowners who live in structures which will not have

continued occupancy after the presenL occupants are gone.

As part of a comprehensive d.evelopment program including all forms uf

rural housing, repair/rehabilitation can help meet the tremendous

need for liveable units in rural areas.

It is obvious that there has been a housing ri non-strategy''

in effeet for rural America, with repair frequently used as

the only program available. And even these repair programs are
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miniscule in terms of the need

Within these constraints, however, this study nonetheless,

seeks to define, in some workable fashion, the role of repair/re-

habilitation and how it should fit. into an overall national rural

housing and development policy.
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II. CONCEPTUAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN REPAIR AND RBHABILITATION

On the assumption that there exists in rural areas an existing

housing stock that can be preserved, and in the hope that some ra-

tional housing policy for rural areas will be developed, a part of

which will deal with the preservation of the existing stockr w€

should examine the factors which will d.etermine the method. of pre-

servation to be used.

Condition of Structures/Financial Feasibility

First consideration should be given to the condition of the

structure. It goes without saying that there are structures in rural

areas that should not be treated. under any circumstances. Many of

the shacks and hovels used to portray rural housi-ng conditions are

beyond repair. The decision on which structures should be treated

should be based among other considerationsr oD an assessment of the

financial feasibility of that treatment. If a new unit can be pro-

vided for the same or lower costs than that of longi term preserva-

tion, the decision should be to provide the new unit.

This not only provides the family with a better living environ-

ment; it also would insure that we do not repeat one of our major

urban housing mistakes that of leaving a Iow-income family with

an over improved property. There are, of course, extenuating cir-

cumstances. If for instance, there is some overridi-ng community

benefit or some special family situation that makes rehabilitation

a better solution, then these factors should be weighed. As a gener-

a1 rule, however, the financial feasibility of preservation should

prevail
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Available Funds

Once we have established our preservable stockr w€ should

then examine the dollars available to treat it. The problem of

limited funds is one that has plagued all of our housing programs

in the past, and unless there j-s some major change in this nationrs

priorities, we expect it to plague us in the future. We cannot

expect, for instance, development of a program that would provide

all the funds necessary to treat all of the substandard housing in

rural areas. Even if we assumed that only one half of those struc-

tures should be saved, and allocated the sum of $2000 per structure,

the cost would be approximately 3.5 billion dolIars. Since we are

faitly sure that we will be working with limited do11ars, it is

very impor+-ant that we get the maximum benef it from these funds.

Locational Factors

fhis brings us to our third factor, the location of the struc-

ture. Given a preservable housing stock and limited funds with

which to accomplish its preservation, the location of the structure

is the factor that determines the d.egree of treatment.

Given a choice between spending the preservation dollar in

areas of stability or potential growth which reflect the recognition
of public planning and prograrunirg, or spending that do11ar on un-

planned, rand.om preservation efforts, the rational decision on allo-

cating funds must be directed toward long 'term preservation.

Treatment Alternatives

The three items discussed above, condition and locaLion of the

structure and the amount of funds available, have 1ed us to two kinds
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of treatment for existing housing units. One, a short term treat-

ment designed to meet the immediate comfort needs of the family,

and two, a long term treatment.designed to bring the structure

up to a designated acceptable standard.

fn addition to the obvious distinctions beLween a long term

and short term strategy, there are two differences that should be

noted. First, that the short term strategy is g.eared to the indivi-

dual in contrast to the long term strategy which is geared to the

structure. And second, that the long term Strategy is designed to

bring the structure into conformity with some standard to make it
a permanent part of the housing stock.

This approach assumes that there are declining rural areas

which are located in inaccessable places, lack employment opportunities,

and otherwise have failed to attract large scale private and public

investment. Decisions for the necessary public investment to revitalize
such areas have not yet been mad.e. .

There are smaIl towns and rural areas which seem to have been

abandoned by public policy and left without growth potential. The

housing dollars, invested in these areas, therefore, should. be short

term investments.

To achieve the national goal of a decent home in a suitable

living environment for every American, it is necessary to estabfish

some yardstick with which to measure whether or not a structure is

"decent. " fn urban and suburban areas, that yardstick has been

provided in the form of minimum housing standards embodied in building

I
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or related codes. Since the goal is the same, the measuring device

should be the same; therefore, we must establish a set of minimum

housing standards for rural areas. We are not suggesting that the

standards be the same as the standards for urban and suburban areas,

nor are we suggesting a set of second rate standards for rural housing.

i

What is suggested is a set of rural standards designed to deal

with situations that are peculiar to rural areas. Equally important

to their establishment is the enforcement of these standards. The

experience in urban areas demonstrates that unenforced standards

lead to rapid d.eterioration, the end result being either abandonment

or the increased cost of correcting the deterioration a cost which

more often than not is borne by the taxpayer.

The realization that it costs less to enforce codes than

it does to deal with abandoned structures has led. to the use of

special programs (e"g.FACE) which aid enforcement agencies and provide

financial assistance to those who might not otherwise be able to

afford to bring the homes up to standard. These programs are avail-

able for urban areas, and once standards are establishedrshould be

made available to rural areas.

We will not attempt to deal with all the problems of the es-

tablishment and enforcement of rural housing standards in this study.

We would suggest that the subject is important enough that each

state should appoint a rural housing standards commission. Many
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states have recently establj-shed statewide standards for industri-

alized housing, the same procedures could be used to establish

statewide standards for rural housing.

Definitions

Rehabilitation

i A long term treatment program can be defined as a program that

has as an end result a structure which meets a designated standard

of health and safety and becomes a part of the permanant housing

stock. Rehabilitation is defined as: the complete replacement of

one or more basic subsystems of a structure which by itself or to-

gether with other work results in a structure which is up to a de-

signated standard of health and safety.

Tota1 Rehabilitation

Within this definition of rehabilitation there are varying

degrees of treatment. First, there is the total or "gut" rehab,

which ca1ls for the complete replacement of major subsystems, any

structural changes that are necessary including redesign for better

space utilization, and a complete cosmetic treatment. The major

advantage of this method. is that the family ends up with a property

for which future outlays for maintenance should be minimal. This

is especially important for low-income families, since it allows

them a maintenance free period in which their only housing expense

is the monthly mortgage payment plus utilities.

The major disadvantage of this method is that it is initially

more expensive.
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Partial Rehab

The other method of treatment is partial rehab, which repairs

or replaces only those subsystems or structural components which are

not up to standard. All functioning systems are not treated' This

method is initially less expensive because it d.oes not require

total replacement, but may become more expensive over the long run

because of hidden maintenance costs.

The extent of the rehabilitation will be determined by the

condition of the structure and the amount of funds available to treat

the structure. Whichever method of rehabilitation is used, it

should meet the following goals:

1) it should be less exPensive than
new construction

2) it should be quick

3) the final product should become a
permanent part of the housing stock

4) it should avoid relocating the family
whenever possible

Repair

The short term method of treatment is one which is designed to

meet the immediate health and safety needs of the family. In many

cases, this may be accomplished by repairing the roof, patching the

holes in the wal1s, providing a more sanitary method of supplying

water and disposing of waste, or simply repairing the hole in the

porch. The goal is to solve an immediate problem without regard to

whether this solution meeLs a long term need or meeLs the requirements

of some designated standard. Repair is thus: an activi which

partially treats a subsystem and may or may not brinqi the structure

to a standard of health and safety.
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Before getting into the uses of a repair program, it is

necessary to again emphasize the theme that runs throughout this

study, that no single program wil-I have any meaningful effect on t,he

improvement of the rural housing situation, unless that program is

a part of an overall strategy to deal with the problem. It j-s

especially true that a repair program by itself cannot deal effectively

with the housing problems of rural areas. It can, however, serve

the following two functions:

Firstr os we discussed earlier, there are declining rural

areas, into which the investment of the housing dollar should be made

on a short term basis. A repair prografiI would be the recommended

form of such an investment. The program would be people rather than

structure oriented and its goal would be the correction of d.efects

which threaten the health and safety of the occupants.

An effective housing program must make some provision for

preventive maintenance. This would be the second use for a repair

program, that of providing funds for low income families to make the

periodic repairs which will keep their homes from becoming dilapidated.

Conclusion

In summation, it is our view that rehabilitation should be a

significant part of any rural housing strategy. It should be used

in a concentrated manner as the method of preserving the existing
housing stock. This concentrated effort should be centered in areas

which evidence stability or growth potential and into which have

gone systematic planning and programming to provide the essential
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housing and housing related services. Finally, an essential part

of this program is the establishment and enforcement of rural housing

standards.

The repair program, on the other hand, should be used to protect

the health and safety needs of residents of declining areas and as

a means of .providing for the ongoing maintenance needs in other areas.

Repaiq, as rehabilitation, should be used as a part of an overall

strategy.
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III. Description and Assessment of Existin g Proqrams

Even though there j-s no coherent public policy for rural

developmenL, there is an existing government agency whose only

concern is rural development. The programs of the Farmers Home

Administrationr Ern agency of the United States Department of Agri-

culture, are restricted to open areas and towns of less than

10r000 populatj-on, that are rural in character.

The FmHA has a straight line administrative structure with
policy and guidelines determined at Lhe national office in Washington

and carried out through state and county offices. While their

guidelines are fl-exible locaIly, r'mllA provides for appeal to the
national office in the case of abuse or discrimination.

The FmHA can potentially serve low-income people through its
practice of direct loans with interest reduction to as low as 1%.

In many ruial areas, FmIIA programs are the only means for low-

income people to have their housing need.s met

While FmlIArs primary purpose is to finance various rural develop-

ment programs, there is no coherent system for utilizing FmHA funds.

That is, applicants must be aware of Fmlla programs and seek out the

FmlIA office. This results in an irrational system of distribution
of resources, since areas of greatest need may thus be overlooked.

Section IIf describes and evaluates current FmlIA programs which

have been utilized - or have the potential to be more fu1Iy utilized
for repair,/rehabilitation pro j.eits'. , Jncluded are FinHA Section SO2,

Special 502, 504 and 515.
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Section III also examines the four other existing programs

that provide federal resources for repai:/rehabilitation of low-

i-ncome housing in rural areas. These include the BIA-ad.ministered

Housing Improvement Programi the Department of Labor's Operation

Mainstream. (for housing rehabj-litation); HUD Section 23 Leasing/
I

Rehab and HEW Section 1119 (Emergency Home Repair Program).
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FARMERS HOME SBCTTON 502

Legislative Authority: Authorized under Section 502 of Title V of

the Housing Act of L949 r ds amended.. The Housing Act of 1968 added

a provi-sion for interest credits.

Intent: To provide decent, safe and sanitary housing for families

through loans amortized up to 33 years.

Work,Accomplished:To purchase, construct, improve and repair* modest

housing, to purchase siLes,

mortgages.

and in limited cases, to refinance existing

Beneficiaries: Families with low to moderate income who cannot

obtain other financing at reasonable rates and terms. Loans are made

for owner occupied. units.

Area of Operations: Available in open areas and towns with populations

that are rural in character.of less than 10,000,

Description of the Program

Section 502, under Title V of the Housing Act of L949 as amended.,

established Farmers Home Administrationrs basic homeownership progra:.1.

It is the most widely used of FmIIA's credit services.

*Because Farmers Home terminology does not distinguish between
"repair" and "rehab", the terms are used interchangeably in this
study.
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Possible e of Work

Although the 502 program usually has been used for new construc-

tion, the loans can be used for repair of existing stock as welI. The

repair may be performed in conjunction with the purchase of an existing

house or an occupied unit. rmprovements may include the repair of

a water supply and sewage disposal, or any house components; and the

replacement'of fixtures, including a refrigerator, stove, washer

and dryer. 502 repair loans can be used for cosmetics such as painting

and new ceilings. Funds can also be used for landscaping, lega1

expenses, the improvement of farm labor housing, and in certain cases,

the refinancing of debts

Depth and Type of Subsidv

Loans are provided. directly from Farmers Home Ad.ministration to

families who cannot obtain other credit on reasonable terms. FmIIA

has not set a ceiling on the amount, although the size of the loan

is limited to the amount necessary to provide ad.equate housing, modest

in size, design and cost.

Loans are repaid at a rate established annually by Iaw. The

rate for Fiscal L973 is 7 l/4 percent with up to 33 years to repay.

No downpayment is required., and a real estate mortgage secure loans

in excess of $1500.

In 1968, Congress approved an interest credit provision enabling

FmHA to provide interest subsidies that may lower the interest cost

to as Iow as one percent, depending on the income and. size of the

borrower's family.
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The cost of b.errowing with interest credit contrasts sharply

witfr the unsubsidized rate. The following shows amortization rates

and annual payment per $1000 loan at several rates:

The above represents a difference of $44.76 per $1000

borrowed. from high to 1ow rate. L972 figures indicate that the

average loan for a combination purchase and repair was $12 t634

(of which $856.63 was attributed to repair). The differences in
payments then become significant. For that $I2,634 mortgage, the

possible costs would be:

Interest RaLe Annual Payment Monthly Payment

Interest Rate

7 L/42
5?
3Z
LZ

7 L/42
5?
3B
1B

33 Year
Factor

.08049

.06249

. 04 816

. 03 573

Annual Payment Per
$1000 Borrowed

80.49
62.49
48 .16
35.73

84.74
65.79
50.70
37.62

1016.91
789.50
608.45
45L.41,

The lower payment is $565,50 less than the highest, representing
a 55.7e" difference.

The figures below are hypothetical, but represent the incomes

which could be served under similarconditions with the above priced.
unit ($12r634), when 2Os" of adjusted family income is used for mort-
gage, taxes, and insurance. Givens are: 1) Taxes---$250 per year,
and 2) Insurance---$67 one year 3) Family with 3 child.ren.
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F' I of Five
m'Inum Gross IncomeIntere,st Rate

7 lfLe"
1U

$6670
$3173

$7e68
$4287

Proqram Admini stration

Applications for Section 502 loans are made at county offices

of the EmlIA. County Supervisors are responsible for approving the

loans and for inspecting the actual work.

Distribution of Benefits

Incomes Served

Because of interest credit, the average adjusted family in-

come of all Sect:'-on 502 borrowers had shown a slight decline from

Fiscal Year 1970 to Fiscal Year L972. Thj-s is expected to increase

dramatically in FY L973 due to the moratorium on the interest subsidy.

t970 L97L L972
Number of Borrowers
Average adj. family income

62 t869
$5 ,539

103,190
$5,433

23.72

1. 13

24.82

106,878
$5 ,47L(AFr) . ..

Use of Loans

Statistics for FY 73 indicate the following breakdown of 502

loan usages,

Total Initial 502 Loans (a11 uses)
Purchase of Homes

Percentage.
Repair Only

Percentage.

and Repairs
106 ,878

25 t349

I t20l
26,550Total of two Categories

Percentage.
For state by state breakdown, see Appendix A.

Social Characteristics

While no breakdown of 502 repair recipients by dger family size,
etc. i.s aya,ilab1e on a national basi-s, a Housing Assistance Council
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Survey does provi.de an example of this breakdown for Paintsville '

Kentucky,
Rehab

-T.5. $6742
. $s750

For

For

Repair and Rehab
av-g. age of head of household '

Gross Income
AFI.

purchase with rehab:
itrrg. age of head of household' '
Family size. .
Gross Income
AFI.

35.4
3.4
$4e80
$4L92

Repair
-38-84.6
$71e8
$ 6060

28.25
4

$s208
$427 s

For more det'ails, see Appendices A, B, and' C'

Although the sample is too small to draw conclusions we can

hypothesize on the income groupings above. First, the incomes are

higher when repair or rehabbing is done as the sole use of 502 funds.

This indicates that lower income families cannot readily afford to

repair homes they already own, even when amortized over 33 years.

(see HAC Recommendation for added refinancing authority under Section

s02).

The opposite seerns true where purchase and repair are combined.

This feature enables lower income families to purchase units of lesser

value and make necessary improvements. The $427 5 AFI in this case

(repair) is substantially below the national 502 average AFf of $5471.

The slightly higher income of the "repair" group indicates their

ability to purchase homes in somewhat better condition and therefore

somewhat higher value
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Program Assessment

Purchase with Repair

The practice of purchasing and repairing and/or rehabilitating

existing units becomes very important if lower leveIs of income are

to be served. We can assume the following:

1) There is not a sufficient stock of available existing
rural units in decent, safe, and sanitary condition.

2) Lower income families can be housed, by purchasing with
rehabilitation and/or repair.

This second assumption is verified by the following chart,

which shows the difference in minimum gross incomes required to

pay the mortgage on a new or existing unit. For FY 72, the average

"new" loan was $15r483t and the average "purchase" loan for an

existing unit was $12r634. (to arrive at the minimum income require-

ments beIow, the basis of the givens previously noted [taxes $250,

insurance $67, family with 3 childrenl )

tvp.e. gf T-tnit Interest REte Minimfrm Gross Income

New
Existing
Difference

New
Existing
Difference

7
7

L/ 4%

t/ 4z
$9ss2

7968
$TMZ

$s041
4287

trfE
1B

:r
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, Repa ir OnIy

The use of 502 for repair and rehabilitation of presently owned

homes represented only 1.12 (1201 units) of all 502 Ioans. The

average loan was $41394.64. However, J-ts use, as a financing tooI,
provides a potenttal means for those with 1ow/moderate income to

maintain their homes. Since there are 2tt7g,600 units of owner

occupied rural dwellings in need of renovation, according to 7970

Census figures, this potential is meaningful.

There are reasons why section 502 loans are not widely used for

Repair:

1) Farmers Home Administration has generally placed an
emphasis on new constructionr dS evidenced by the 444.L
Instructions and FmHA housing loan pamphlets.

2) Local builders, suppliers, nonprofits and other interested
groups have publicized the new construction program, to the
exclusion of Lhe other potential aspects of 502.

3) Loans for the purchase of existing dwellings are given
support by the existence of the real estate sales industry.
This factor is reinforced by the cost differences between
new and used homes. fnflation has severely inhibited the
ability of families eligible for FmHA 502 loans, in many
states, to purchase a new home.

4) Those rural contracLors who do specialize in repair and
rehabilitation activity do so on a smarll sca1e. In addition,
there is generally not enough of a profit factor to induce
them to become involved in 502 repair.

5) fn some areas, the percentage of homes that can be
economically repaired is limited.

6) The existing mortgage payments of some famiries pre-
clude the adding of additional debt for repair.

7) rn some cases, the present debt, oD a given unit, exceeds
the value of the property as developed (improved); or a
combination of present debt and repair may exceed the
appraised value of the dwe11ing.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Cons lusions

1) Section 502 has not been effectively used for repair
purposes.

2) SecLion 502 is not being so used because:

a) a constituency of supporters, such as
builders, real estate brokers, eluc.,

i provide the impetus for new construction
/ and purchase of existingi houses, rather
i than repair

b) preoccupation of FmHA with new construction

c) Iegal limitations on refinancing which
might otherwise make large numbers of
families eligible to proceed with dwelling
repairs

3) With program modifications, adequate funding, and a
better advocacy, the 502 program can be meaningful in
the repairing of rural housing stocks.

Recommendations

1) Ref inancl'.'n ' Auth t,

The scope of program activity can be extended by pro-

viding a refinancing authority. 502 loans should be used

for refinancing when:

a) Failure to do so might cause hardship including
losing the home

b) The dwelling needs substantial repair or re-
habilitation and the family cannot afford to pro-
ceed wiLhout refinancing of existing indebtedness.
The use of interest credit and longer repayment
terms in the 502 program provides a means by which
such refinancing can be meaningful. (see Exhibit
proposing a revision to Title V of the Housing
Act of L949 on this subjecLr Appendix D)
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2) Borrowing loan funds thr ouqh the Treasurv

A limiting aspect of any program is its cost effectiveness.

The interest-credit provision of section 502 is expensive.

Through it the government is providing a dual subsidy, one

to the family borrower, and one to the insured investor.

Subsidy to the low-income family is necessaryi without subsidy

there is no possibiliLy of benefiting low income familes or

upgrading and,/or maintaining large numbers of housing stocks-.

An alternative method of financing rdirect' programs, such as

502t is to borrow through the Treasury, instead of selling

notes to the market. Since the Treasuryrs borrowings are

d.iverse, iLs average long term rate is lower than that of

present market notes. Use of the Treasury could, then, red.uce

the "subsidy" to the insured investor. Below are some statistic
references:

a) L973 FY rate for FmHA Treasury borrowings
(only used currently for watershed loans) -
3.649e" '

b) Insured note sales rate as of 5/23/73

1-2 years 7.
3-4 years 7.
5-9 years 7.
lO-25 years

A program for direct treasury borrowj-ng is only r"":i

politically manageable with a change in federal accounting

procedures, revised to show each mortgage as an asset, rather
than each loan as an appropriated expenditure.

Held
Held
Held
Held

L25Z
2Z
252
7.3752
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3) An afternative for interest credit

Additionally, low-income families must have subsidy to

enabte them to own and maintaj-n decent, safe and sanitary

housing units. An inducement to repair their homes

is the availability of funds at terms within the familyrs

budgeting ability. Another suggested alternative means of

providing this financing for Section 502 is as follows:
a) Borrow through the Treasury as indicated.

b) fncrease maximum repayment period to 50 years

c) Provide a combination of loan and secured com-
mitment (a loan or grant which is secured by a
note and mortgage; but only repayable, during
the amortization period, in the event the family's
circumstances warrant same). Such secured com-
mitments are periodically reviewed for fuII or
partial conversion to i-nterest bearing, repayment
status and further provide protection for the
government in the event of a sale for profit,
etc. The amount of loan would be determined
after considering the family's capacity to
carry mortgage, taxes, insurance, eLc. with the
balance necessary being the secured commitment.

d) Such a provision can great'l y aid Iow-income
families to secure hous'ing and we recommend that
Farmers Home Administration be given this amended
authority.
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FARMERS HOME SPECIAL SECTION 502

Leg islative Authority: Special 502 rural housing loans are authorized

under Section 502, Title V of the Housing Act of 1949r ds amended.

Intent: To bridge the gap between Section 502 housing, which must

be adequate in all respects, and Section 504 shelter-type housing.

Work Accomplished: fmprove, enlarger or complete modest dwellings

and related facilities to make them decent, safe and sanitary,

although they may lack some features required under the regular

502 program.

Beneficiaries: Families unable to qualify for regular 502 loans;

particularly those families with property that has title defects.

Area of Operations: Available in rural areas and towns with

populations of less than 10 r 000.

DESCRTPTION OF THE PROGRAM

Because the Special Section 502 rural housing loan program is being

phased out around 8/l/73, a discussion of the program is rele-

vent only in terms of those facets of the program which are not

included in either 502 or 504. When the 504 maximum was raised

to $3500, closing the gap between 502 and '504, Special 502 lost

most of its reason for existence.

The other major difference between Special 502 and regular

502 is the absence of a requirement for clear title in Special 502.

With gpecial 502t proof of ownership or leasehold is not required,
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and legal and title work are inexpensive. This is also the case

with 504.

It will not be clear whether any gaps will exist between 502

and 504 as a result of the termination of Special 502t until new

FmHA :instnlctions are issued.
I

DTSTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS

Dollars Expended

The following figures show the very limited use of Special 502

over the last several years.

Fiscal l97L 27 initial loans totalling $191350

Fiscal L972 426 loans totalling $ 1,118,430

First Half Fisca1 l-973 2L4 loans totalling $Sef,470

HAC Survey

There were only 3 Special 502 loans made in the PainLsvj-I1e,

Kentucky office and all were used to complete partially constructed

housing. The average income was $4r190.

In the Taos, N. Mexico office, 18 Special 502 loans were made

over the last several years. The income leve1s served ranged from

$4r000 $61000. The funds were used primarily to complete houses,

although some provided house rehabilitation and repair.

CONCLUSTONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

, If there are gaps between 502 and 504 after the instructions

are issuedr we recommend that the gaps be closed. There must be
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a provision in sQZ for repair of presently owned homes with title

problems. Without this provision, a homeowner with title problems

would be restricted to the $3500 maximum under 504 (which we also

recommend be raised)

Howeverr we are not recontmending that clear title require-

ments be eliminated for the whoe 502 program. In the case of new

construction, and purchase, clear title requirements afford pro-

tection to the buyer during the 33 year title of the mortgage.
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FARMERS HO}48 SECTION 504

Legislative Authority: Authorized under Section 504, Title V,

of the Housing Act of L949, ds amended.

Intent: To remove health and safety hazards from homes of very low

income families, through the use of loans and grants.

Work Accomplished: To repair or make additions to existing units,

such as repairing roofs, improvJ-ng structural supports, and providing

adequate plumbing f aciliti.es.

Beneficiaries: Rural homeowners or lessees who lack sufficient

income to qualify for a Section 502 loan

Area of Operations: Rural areas and towns with populations of less

than 10,000.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

Section 564 of the Housing Act of 1949 r ds amended, authorizes

loans and grants to very l-ow-income rural homeowners to rehabilitate

and improve their homes. These improvements are intended to remove

certain hazards to the health and safety of a home's occupants and.

the surrounding community. The improvements fldy, or may not, bring

the home up to a leve1 of real adequacy.

E11gibillty
Loans are provided by Farmers Home Administration directly to
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fami-Iies who lack sufficj-ent income to qualify for the FmHA Section

502 loan program, and whose income prospects show littIe chance for

improving enough to repay a 502 Ioan. They can be applied to houses

located on farm and non-farm land owned by the borrower. Loans can

also be made to leaseholders of non-farm Iands.

Depth & Type of Subsidy

Subsidies for the 504 program are in the form of loans of up

to $31500 with up to 10 years to repay at one percent interest. A

grant provision is in the authorization, but Congress has consistently

refused to fund it. Although the loan limit.is $21500, $11000 more

may be borrowed if those funds are used for repairs or improvements

involving a water supply, septic tanks r oy bathroom or kitchen

plumbing facilities.

A real estate mortgage secures a loan for more than $11500.

FuII lega1 services are not required, and evidence of ownership

(cIear title) is not rigid for a mortgage lending program. A mortgage

rarely is required for loans of less than $11500.

Possible Types of Work

Loans may be used to repair a roofr supply screens, repair or

provide structural supports, provide a convenient and sanitary water

supply, provide toilet facilities, add a room to an existing house

when the addition is necessary to the family's health, make other

similar repairs and improvements, or pay related fees for expenses

(i.e. , for technical services and reasonable connection fees for

water, waste disposal, electricity or gas.)
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DTSTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS

Numbers of Loans and Dollars Expended

The following statistics are the national figures on 504 loans

made over the past three years:

Initial Loans Average
FY ]-971

FY L972

FY - tg73 (t/2 yr.)

4364

32t9

L4t2

Dollars
$W7to
4,490 r 540

2,12 8 r 660

$1,210.19

1,503.74

1,507 .55

County Offices
Selected

The average number of 504 initial loans per office in FY 1972

was 1. 13.

(A state-by-state breakdown of 504 activity appears in

Appendix A)

fhs monthly cost per family for the average loan made in FY

1973 has been $13.26. This compares with the maximum loan of $31500,

where the monthly payment is $30.79.

The Program in Four States

HAC isolated four states to study more closely the program in

selected counLy offices. These states, which have a higher level of

activity are identified below:

State

Kentucky
Missouri
New Mexico
Texas

No.504
Loans

sfl72
1141

369
339

]-987

Tota1 No. County
Offices

58
74
19

143

3
1
3
5
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The data below indj-cates that some offices carry a high percentage

of 504 activity in their state:

No.
Subs.

Dollars 504Office

Manchester r' Ky
Hazard, Ky
Paintsvitle, Ky
Houston, Mo
Los Lunas, NM
Espanola, NM
Taos, NM
Henderson, Tex
Houston, Tex
Hebronville, Tex
Rio Grande City,

Tex
Pearsall, Tex

No.
Init.
504

No.
-Lnl_t.
502

18
13
83
49
84
23

5
14

205
103
L28

78

No.
Subs.
502

54
140

67
10
16
30
48
34

9
11
28

19

$ sa ,000
161 ,000

90 ,000
18,000
30 ,000
44,000

101 ,0 00
36 ,000
I1,000
24,000
72 t000

30,000 o

Dollars

,00 0
,000
,00 0

,00 0
00
00
00

00
00

-0-

L2
t2
20

2
1

16
5
4
5
2
0
1
I
0

0

,0
,0
,0
-0
-0
,0
,0

$s
8

19
2
1
I

t2

3
2
6

10
0
0
2
9

4
L2

The average per office listed above is 38.8 initial 504 1oans,

which is considerably above the national average of 1.93/office.

HAC Survey

HAC|s more detail-ed study of 31 Section 504 loans made through

the Paintsville, Kentucky, FmIIA office revealed the following data:

Average loan: $1 r555

Average age of household headz 51.97 years

Average family size: 4.2

Average gross income: $2t724

(High $4,800; Low - $1,040)

Average adjusted family income: $1,872

(uigh $3,560; Low $600)

The average loan is lower than many FmIIA offices, because the

local Community Action Program operates a manpower program which pro-
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vides a labor subsidy to at least 50 percent of the 504 recipients.

In addiLion, lower-income families have benefited in Paintsville for

two reasons: the state welfare department increased shelter allowances

to famj-lies wanting home improtement loans,' and private lending in-

stitutions have lent 1iberally to moderate-income families, enabling

FmHA to work more closely with somewhat lower-income families.

A specific look at 504 loans in the Taos, New Mexico,

showed these statistics:

Average loan: $2,L04

Income ranges: Under $2 ,000: 104

$2000 - $4000: 90?

FY L96B-T972:

15 new roof

I00 electrical

130 plumbing

60 - heating

10 new room additions

FmHA office

The Taos office has made 135 Section 504 loans over the last

four years. Fifty-eight were issued during FY L972. Most units

lacked running water or baths; some needed floors or new roofs.

The FmHA county supervisor estimates that about 60 percent of

the families with 504 loans were within OEO income guidelines. A1so,

unlike the Paintsville office, the program has not been coordinated

with a CAP manpower program.

The complete Taos and Paintsville studies are contained in

Appendix C.
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Comparisons of data in Appendix C allows us to make the

following observatj-ons and conclusions:

1) The average incomes for both the repair and rehabilitation

programs in the Taos and Paintsville areas do, in fact,

serve low income families.

Average AFI 504 Repair Loans 504 Rehab toans

Paintsville, Ky. 2063 1570
Taos, New Mexico 20L5 1787

The Paintsville AFIrs show a substantial difference between

the families using the 502 and 504 programs:

Average AFI 502 Repair 502 Rehab

5060 s7 50

504 Repair 504 Rehab

2063 1570

2) In reviewing this datar w€ are faced. with figures that

indicate that lower income families are doing the most

work to their properties. While the sample is too smal1

to draw meaningful conclusions, we would like to speculate

on why this occurs i.e. lower income families do not have

the financial resources to properly maintain their property.

Consequently, when they do make repairs, the condition of the

structure dictates that these repairs be extensive. 
:

This is, however, only an assumption on our part, and we would

recommend that a larger, more detailed sampling be taken to test our

theory. If, however, our assumptions are correct, it would ind.icate
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a need for some better financj-ng mechanism's to serve low income

families. This could be accomplished. by extending the amortization

period on Sectio.n 504 Loans or by implementing the grant features

of this program.

3) Our reports do not give us sufficient detail to make a

cost comparison between rehabilitation and repair, they

do, however, indicate that rehabilitation work is on the

average $658 higher in Paintsvifle, Kentucky and. $1160

higher in Taos, New Mexico. In addition, we know that the

difference between the average cost in Kentucky and the

average cost in New Mexico ($SOZ) is- basically because

more than 50? of the 504 work performed in the Paintsville

area was done und.er a multi-county Mainstream Labor Program.

We would again recommend that a larger sampling be taken

to examine other factors that influence the cost of repair

or rehabilitation.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE PROGRAM

Hac examined the reasons for varying leveIs of Section 504

activity. The following appear to be major factors:
(1) Widespread title problems in a given area.

(2) An aggresive community action program*or welfare

program which focuses on a home repair program.

(3) Large numbers of low-income homeowners.

(4) Areas with limited or very expensive building sites.

Those counties with greater 504 activity seem to have had one

or more of these factors operating in their area.

Although 504 loans were intended for the lowest-income borrowers

who could not qualify for 502 1oans, the program has not been reaching

enough of them. The monthly repayment on the full $31500 loan is

$30.79, which, for a homeowner, would be in addition to other debts

and operating expenses. This, plus the inflated cost of construction,

and the non-implementation of the grant provision, make the use of

504 d-mpractical for any substantial repair for many Iow-income

people.

With inflation so greatly reducing the purchasing value of

the $3,500 timit set on 504 loans, there has been a trend toward

fewer applications. Another major factor is that there has been an

increase in 502 funding in recent years. The greater emphasis on 502

programs has somewhat overshadowed the 504 programs.

The following figures for FY L972 also help to illustrate the

weakness in 504:

*Includes Non-profit Housing Development Corporations;
including those with manpower coaponents.
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No. Initial Loans

No. Subsequent

TotaI

Gross Income

Under -1000
0 - 1999
2000 2999
Over - 3000

32l-9

s84

3803

Amount

Amount

$

$

$

4,B40 r54o

500,270

5 ,340 r g1o

Average age of borrowers = 60.9
Average adjusted family incomel $79 42

Percentage of Loans

2.92
4L.22
3L.2e"
27.62

Program Variations

There are a variety of possibilities for extending the benefits

of Section 504. One is combining it with a manpower training program,

such as the Department of Laborrs Operation Mainstream. (See the

section on Operation Mainstream in this study). In Paintsville,

Kentucky, for example, the use of a manpower program virtually

eLiminated the cost of labor for rehabilitation for 50 percent of

the l-oan recipients. The reduced cost ultimately enables the prograrn

to serve lower income Ievels. However, the number of manpower pro-

grams in rural areas is limited, and few teach construction and re-

habilitation ski11s.

Another alternative is combining it with a self-help housing

Adjusted family income is the gross family income, less 5Z of
that gross, less $300 per minor chi1d.

1
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program like the EmHA 502 self-heIp secti-on. These programs, how-

ever, appear unsuitable for any volume approach. Many eligible

recipients are older and may not be as motivated or able to do the

repairs themselves. fn addition, seff-he1p programs usually re-

quire an organization of six to twelve families working together

on each otherrs homes. The possibilities seem meagler that enough

families could be found in a given rural area who would wanL to

undertake a rehabilitation project.

Another method, increasing wel-fare allowances or palrments to

cover all or part of the monthly payments on.a 504 1oan, also is

limited. Not all families are welfare recipients, and the amount of

each state I s monetary participation in the federal welfare program

varies widely. Allowance formulas would have to be liberal enough

to permit increases for this purpose.

Utilizing other grant programs through state or local re-

sources or revenue sharing is another alternative. Unfortunately,

local grant money often is difficult to obtain, and its use would

not be uniform. And, intense competition for revenue sharing funds

could put the 504 type program= to* o., the list of loca1 priorities.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

These program variations aye examples of innovative people

extending limited programs. However, a rational housing development

plan would obviate the need for such tortuous combinations. In

the absence of a rational policy, the 504 program itself can provide

an effective mechanism in the rural rehabilitation process by imple-

menting three basic changes.

Increased Maximum Loan

First, increase the maximum loan to $5r000. Inflation has re-

duced the capacity of the $3r500 limit. This is particularly true

in the more northern, higher cost areasr ds the following FY 1972

figures indicates:

State
Initial 502 foan

Per Office 504 Loans Per Office

Alabama
Kentucky
Texas
Ohio
Indiana
New York
Wisconsin

81. 48
4]-.02
32.73

135. 37
96.83
68.72
56 .44

3.05
9.33
8.74

.56
0

.22

.33

Increased Amortization Period

Second, increase the amortization period. Two alternatives

nright be employed

(a) Flat increase of up to 20 years.

(b) Graded tevel of repayment

(1) To $499, up to 10 years
(2) $500 $l-,999, up to 15 years.
(3) $21000 and over, up to 20 years.
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The chart below illustrates monthly payment comparisons:

Monthly Cost Comparison on Ie" Loanq {moqtile4
Over 10, 15, and 20 years

Amount of Loan M,ont,hlv Pavments

L0 Year 15 Year 20 Year

$s000
3500
3250
300 0
2750
250 0
2250
20 00
r750

"1500
12 50
1000

7s0
500
2s0
r00

43.99
30.79
28.
26.
24.
22.
19.
L'l .
15.
13. 20
11.00

8. 80
6.60
4.40
2.20

.88

60
40
20
00
80
60
40

30.05
2L.04
19.53
18.
16.
15.
r3.
L2.
10.

o

7.
6.
4.
3.
t:

55
39
24
08
93
77
62
46
31
16
46

03
53
03
52
o2
52
o2
51
01
51
01
50
50

23. 09
16. I6
15.01
13. 86
L2.70
IL.
10.
g.
g.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

The above statistics speak for themselves. The use of a longer

amortization period will directly reduce the "income f1oor" necessary

to affordrepayrnent. The governmentrs security position is reasonably

well maintained through the holding of a mortgag€r plus the combina-

tion of inflating values and hpusing unit shortages.
r*.

Implementation of Grant Provisions

Fina1ly, implement the grant featlrre. The act did not intend

that people not able-to afford the maximum repayment be excluded.

It provides for a use of combined loan and. grant. Monthly payments

would be cut, extending the spectrum of eligible participants.

Congress has seen fit to prevent use of the grant feature, annually
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attaching a clause to the salaries and expense section of the FmHA

appropriations bill, which reads , t'pnoDided further, that no part

of any fund,s in this pavag?aph may be used. to ad.mini,ster a p"og?am

uthieh makes vu?al housing grants pursuant to seetion 504 of the

Houstng Aet of Lg4g, as amended."

I
/ co*Uirring an increased. amortization period with grants would
l

lower the amount of funds required, because ttre need for a grant is

conditioned upon ability to repay.

&
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FARMERS HOME SECTION 515

Leg islative Authority: Authoiity under Section 515, Title V of the

Housing Act of L949r ES amended.

Intent: To provide eligible occupants with economically designed

and constructed, decent, safe and sanitary rental facilities.

Work Ac lished: Construction, purchase and repair of multi-
financed through a loan of up to 50 years.family rental units,

Beneficiaries: Families with low to moderate incomes and elderIy.

Area of Operations: Rural areas and towns with populations of less

than 10,000, that are rural in character.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

Section 515 of the Housing Act of L949r ds amended, provides

for low interest rate loans to purchase, construct, alter, improve

and repair housing used for rental to low and moderate income familj-es.
rir

Elisibility
Loans may be made to public bodies, nonprofit corporations,

individuals, profit corporations, and limited profit corporations,

on the condition that the rental units be priced at a level afford-

able to low/moderate income or elderly people.
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Eligibility for renting units in a 515 project is determined

by income. However, the specj,fic income limit differs by the type

of subsidy utilized and from project to project, depending on costs

in that state or region. Maximum adjusted family income limits are

prescribed sep.'.rately for each state. (See FHA Administration Letter

108 (444), Appendix E)

Tvo plans are available to sponsors applying for interest

credits. Under PIan I, the effective interest rate is 3 percent,

and rents are set accordingly. Occupancy under this plan is

timited to low-income non-senior citizens and low and moderate

income senior citizens. ft is available only to broadly based

nonprofit corporations and consumer cooperatives.

PIan If provides for a sliding scale interest from market

rate (currently 7 L/42) to one percent. Occupancy restrictions

under PIan If are: low and moderate income non-senior citizens

and senior citizens of any income. The interest rate will reflect

operating costs and family size and income. Plan fI is available

to the following: broadly based nonprofit corporations, consumer

cooperativesr and to profit organizations and individuals operating

on a limited profit basis

FmHA allows both nonprofit sponsors and eligible cooperatives

to utilize either plan, and arrangements can be made to change from

one to the other. Rents under both plans are set on a project-by-

project basis. Maximum amortization period for both plans is 50 years.
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Profit sponsors can borrow only at market rates (currently

7 L/42) unless they agree to limit profit. However, they must

rent to either lowr/moderate income people or elderly. fn almost

all cases, market rate projects are not affordable to low-income

people.

Due to the housing subsidy moratorium, none of the interest
subsidy plans for 515 is operative.

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Limited Purchase with Repair and Rehab

Though the legislation authorizes purchase and improvement

of existing housirg, FmHA has administratively minimized imple-

mentation of this feature of the program. The policy is outlined

in FHA Instruction 444.5 as follows:

"V. Loan Purposes: RRII loans may be made to qualified

applicants for:

A. as a general policy, the construction of new
houiing. Loans may be made to purchase, improve,
alter or repair housing only if in the opinion
of the state director the housing meets the
reguirements of Paragraph VIff A and the housing
will be equivalent to the new construction in

. quality, design, and all other respects. In
these cases, the application with the information
required in Paragraph VI C (prior consent) will
be submitted to the National Office for review
prior to docket development. "

Under such conditions, it is obvious that the major emphasis

of the program is directed to new construction.
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CONC,USIONSAND RECCI,IMENDATIONS

Though we cannot document the existence of rehabable build.ings

in rural areas that would be suitable for multi-family rental, the

assumption is that they exist. If this assumption is accurate, then

a pr,bgram that provides for purchase and repair of existing units

for rental to low/moderate income people has an important place in

an overall housing strategy, and ind,eed might assume greater em-

phasis than in the past

Such a program would serve to help maintain the existing

housing stock and at the same time, to provide rental units afford,-

able to rural low-income renters, via the introduction of subsidy

and long term. In addition, it would provide housing in areas

where new construction is too costly and available land for con-

struction is limited. To implement this approach, we recommend the

following changes:

Redirect the emphasis against purchasing existing units
but, at the same time require an ad.equate repair 

-andrehabilitation plan; and aIlow purchase within safe-
guarded regulations and without undue national re-
strictions.

Provide some form of operating subsidy so as to reach
the rural poor (see Appendix p on sample legislation
"subsidy and essistance Payments for -Low and Moderate-
Income iamilies" Section 52L (a) of the Housing Act
of 1949). The sample legislatj-on referred to and in-
cluded in the appendix, will give FmIIA the authority -

for rent suppleir6nt or other direct operating subsidy.

Inflation and inflated taxes have caused operating
costs which put even low-interesE.financed units out of
reach of the rural Poor.

1)

2l
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3) Change FmHA 444.5 VIIr K

To allow interest-subsidy and up to 50 years amortization
for units leased to housing au.thorities. With HUD's
flexible subsidy formula and lower interest rates, rents
can be decreased. Presently such loans must bear the
maximum interest rate and be amortized over a period
not to exceed 40 years. Thj-s
reach very Iow-income families in states where construction,
.utility costs and taxes run high. (Farmers Home Admini-
stration disallows interest credit based on an O.G.C.
ruling citing that such subsidy would subsidize HUD
instead of the renting familiesr a'S required by Iaw.
HAC!s views, expressed in a technical paper to FmHA
dated October L6, L972, are that interest credits can
subsidize the families when the HUD assistance formula
is maximized and further subsidy is needed to reach the
target families. We recommended its use on a need basis
and showed three varying examples: (1) South Carolina,
where the 7 L/42 40 years works i (2) Maryland, where
5 L/22 40 years was needed; and (3) Maine, where IE
50 years is absolutely essential. It is interesting to
note that in many New England towns there are existing re-
trlairable-- structures available for conversion to Iow-
income rental units

4) Provide al Author f'or f'nrIIA to Include Initial

Farmers Home Administration required rental housing spon-
sors to have initial operating capital available in the
amount of 2Z of the cost of buildings and related facili-
ties. They do not want sponsors to borrow this moneyi
and cannot legaIly lend it themselves. The requirement
for having the 2z is sound since sponsors will need start
up money. Nonprofit corporations, however, often find it,
difficult to amass the necessary capital. This becomes
more true as management and utility requirements force
projects to become larger. Since nonprofits can produce
r.rnits that rent at lower rates, their value in rural areas
cannot be questioned. The proposed sample legislation,
which would amend Section 515 of Title V of the Housing
Act of L949 gives FmHA the authority to include the 2Z
rr AITr>O. f unds in the loan.

(See Append.ix H for changes in Section 517 necessary
to provide for implementation of other proposed amend-
ments.

tDeveDe oes I l_n on
ee OSS ntG 6
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SECTION 23 LEASING

Leg islative Authority: Section 23 of the Housing and Urban

(Section 23 Leasing)Development Act of 1965

Intent: To lease new or existing private units and rent to public

nousang errgrble occupants. Existing units may be leased with or without

rehabilitation
i
l

Work Accomplished.: Either new construction or rehabilitation work

reguired to raise the housing to standards.

Beneficiaries: Eligible recipients for public housing.

Areas of ations: Urban and ruraI.

DECRIPTIO}I OF THE PROGRAM

Oriqinal fntent

Section 23 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965,

as amended, was intended as a streamlining mechanism for public

housing. By leasing units from private landlords, several benefits

might be obtained.

Leasing would more directly involve the private market in,Iow-

income housing, without removing more of the housing stock from the

tax rolls. In leasing existing housing, better use would be mad.e

of available resources and in a faster, more efficient manner.

.&a
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Frogram Admini stration
A housing authority can either approach a landlord or be

il

approached by him about negotiating a lease for an existing unit.
The lease specifies the guaranteed rent that the landlord is

to receive from the housing authority. The lease covers a

specific time period - 1-10 years, with provisions for renewal.
i
l
iThe housing authority then rents the units to families eligible

for public housing, who pay 252 of adjusted family income. The

difference between the market rent that, the landlord receives and

the subsidized rate that the tenant pays is provided by the housing

duthority through the Annual Contributions Contract.

The selection of tenants is determined according to the terms

of the lease. Either the landlord may choose the tenants, subject

to the approval of the housing authority, or vice-versa.

Rehab,/Repair Incentives

While 23 Leasing is not a xehab/repair program, it potentially

can serve as an incentive for rehabr/repair of existing units. If the

existing unit is substandard, the lease will specify what work must

be done to bring the unit to standard,.

Two basic methods are possible for paying the cost of the rehab,/

repair. The housing authority and the landlord can enLer into a

conditional commitment whereby the fandlord agrees to pay for the de-

tailed rehabilitation work in return for the guaranteed rent.

t*t
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The other method provides the landlord with a guaranteed

rent lower than the maximum HUD will allow for a particular unit

in the area of operation. (HUD sets maximums per unit by area. )

The difference between the guranteed rent and the maximum can

than be applied to rehabilitation costs.

In either case, the Housing Authority is responsible for

inspecting the finished rehab work to insure that the unit has,

in fact, been raised to standard.

Type of Work Possible

The type of work can be as extensive as gutting the unit and

replacing all vital systems or it can be as minimal as eliminating

small hazards such as window size and arrangement. The only

criterion is that the unit be raised to standard.

ASSESSMENT OF THE PROGRAM

Once again the severe time constraints prevented any site

visits or extensive research on 23 leasing. However, some very

interesting and potentially promising issues were raised primarily

from our discussions with the Vermont State Housing Authority.

Vermont State Housing Authority Program

This state housing authority has 500 feased units that involved,.

rehabilitation of some }eve1 in rural areas of the state. fn all

500 cases, the landlord paid for thg rehabilitation work.

Most locations have had from one to six units, though there

have been some large developments, ranging from 16 to 104 units
Families have been the recipients in 762 of the units, while elderly

have moved into the remaining 242.
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Implications

The implications of the Vermont State Housing Authority's

experience are particularly interesting for other rural housing

authorities. The urban experience has been that the guarantee of

full occupancy rents at the level determined by HUD has not been

enough incentive for landlords to make the necessary capital out-

Iays for rehab. Since most of the units are located in deteriorat-
Iing City neighborhoods where the demand for housing far outweighs

the supply of available housing, landlords can obtain comparable

rents without the trouble and expense of rehabilitation.

However, the director of VSHA contends that their experience

is replicable in most other rural areas. The demand for high

cost standard rental housing is just not thaL intense. AIso, the

maintenance costs of units in rural areas is substantially less

than in urban neighborhoods. Therefore, the guarantee of fu1I

occupancy rent over 5 years is apparently sufficient incentive to

induce the landlord to lease to the housing authority.

The value of this program for generating rehabilitation of

low-income occupied rural rental units is further emphasized by

the fact that virtually no units other then the Authorityrs have

been rehabed in Vermont and rented at costs affordable to low-

income people. It is not entirely clear what the extent of the

work has been (repair vs. rehab) , what the condition of the struct,rrJ*s

$ras, nor whether there are a set of conditions (market, populations,

geography, politics, etc. ) that are peculiar to Vermont.
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CONCLUSTONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

23 Leasinq,/ Rehab Study

ff the Vermont experience is, indeed., replicable in other

rural areas, then the 23 leasing/rehab combination can potentially

provide a very useful mechanism for encouraging the private market

to rehabilitate housing for low-income people. There are a number

of issues which must be explored to determine the reasons for the

apparent success of this particular program - these are obviously

beyond the scope of this study.

It is reconrmended. that further investigation and analysis of

the Vermont experience occur, to determine to what extent a state-

wide leasing program can be used as a catalyst for private sector

rehabilitation efforts in rural areas

If the recommended study reveals that standard housing can

be produced through private rehabilitation for leasing to pt-rblic

housing authorities at feasible costs, then a concentrated national

effort, with specifii rural set-asides, should be undertaken at

an early date, with the designated goal of bringing under public

lease as many rural rental properties as can be identified and

brought into the standard. stock for low-income people.

r&&
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OPERAT ION MAINSTREAIVI

Legislative Authority: Authorized under Title Ib and fe of the

Economic Opportunity Act of L964r ds amended.

Intent: To provide work training and employment activities, with

riecessary supportive services, for chronically unemployed poor

adults

Work Accomplished.: Activities contributing to "betterment or

beautification of communities or areas served by the projectr "

including the improvement and rehabilitation of facilities (such

as housing) used by the poor.

Beneficiaries: Persons over 22 w}:o are chronicall y unemployed and

have incomes under the poverty 1eveI. Forty percent of the partici-
pants must be 55 or o1der.

Area of Operations: Programs must be in a non-standard metropolitan
statistical area; small areas with significant cutbacks in loca1

defense installations; other relatively rural areas with high un-

employment, or Indian reservations.

DESCRTPTION OF THE PROGRAM

Title Ib and Ie of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964r ErS

amended, authorized the Office of Economic Opportunity to provide

work-training and employment activities, with necessary supportive

services , for chronically unemptoyea poor adults who, for a number

of reasons, are unable to secure other employment or training assist-

ance. The program in L967 became known as Operation Mainstream,

rdu
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and its operation was delegated to the Department of Labor, d1-

though appropriations continue to be made through the Economic

Opportunity Act.

Its use was intended to benefit the unemployed poor, but it

has shown potential for greatly lowering the ultimate cost of re-

habilitating the homes of low-income families.
l

t;J_Lgr-I)l-rl-ry , Requlations

Before 1968, while not restricted from participation in con-

struction work, trainees in the Mainstream Program could not dis-

place any employed workers nor impair existing contracts or serv-

ices. In most jurisdictions where construction workers are unionized

the Department of Labor administratively prohibited their use in

construction.

Beginning in 1968, exceptions were being made to these re- :

strictions, notably in the case of Adams and Brown Economic

Opportunities Corporation which sponsored the OEo funded "FURPO"

program, and the Eastern Kentucky HDC, which sponsored the Joint

Home Repair Program. It was not until L972, when OEO in conjunction

with FmIIA and. the Department of Labor sponsored the Housing Manpower

Subsidy Demonstration Program, that the restrictions on the use of

trainees for construction were lifted. The L972 Perkins amend.ment

to the Economic opportunity Act specifically authorized. the use of r&D

Mainstream trainees on rural housing construction.
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of Subsidv

Since 196g, the program has been used.

'conventional" financing mechanisms such as

programs. Occasionally it has been coupl-ed

while on other occasions rehabilitation has

in conjunction with

the FmHA 502 or 504

with an HEW 1119 grant,

been done by private

means.

f Grants made by the Department of Labor to State and Local
I

governments or to private non-profits, for use in non-SMSA areas,

provide the salaries of trainees as well as for the ad.ministration

of the program.

ASSESSMENT OF THE PROGRAM

Wtrile there may have been as many as 15 or 20 projects which

at one time have used OM trainees in rehabilitation and repair work,

four projects have improved a substantial number of units using the

Mainstream Program, and deserve recognition. They are the Mid-West

CAP, the Missouri Housing Alliance, Eastern Kentucky HDC, and Blue

Ridge opportunities Commission, rnc., in North Carolina.

Other programs have used. Mainstream Trainees for new construc-

tion, but their experiences are not relevant to this discussion.

The obvious effect of the labor subsidy is to reduce, to the

family, the cost of the rehabilitationr or to maintain the same

cost while increasing the scope of the work. Examples of both sit-

uations can be found in two of the OEO/Manpower demonstration pro-

grams.

.lil

The Missouri Housing Alliance is sponsorirlg a rehabilitation/repair

program covering three counties, and the average loan there has

ranged from $11000 to $1,500. This put the familyrs monthly repay-

ments, und,er the FmIIA 504 prograrn, dt between $8.79 and $13.19.
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Nearly all of the alrove amount represents material expend-

itures. MHA estimates that with the Manpower program, approximately

L20 percent of material costs is spent on labor. This means that

the actual value of the improvements is in the $2t200 to $31300

range. If the total costs were covered by the family, the monthly

palrments wouLd range from $19 to $2g.

In New Mexico, where the Mid-West New Mexico Community Action

Program is sponsoring the demonstration program, the labor subsidy

permits rehabilitation which in total value exceeds the limits of

the 504 loan program.

The average 504 loan mad.e in connection with the Mid-West

CAP program is $21100, resulting in monthly payments of $18.00.

The value of labor on these jobs is estimated at $21500, bringing

the value of the total jobs to $4,600r ot $11100 beyond the FmHA

504 limit. If this total cost were amortized at 18 over 10 years,

ithe monthly payment by the f amily would be $40 .47 .
:

' (A more detailed report on the Mid-West CAP program is in

Appendix I.; )

s
In Kentucky, the Eastern. Kentucky Housing Development Corporation

has combined the manpower program with other forms of subsidy to

achieve a home repair program which provid.es some form of subsidy

for materials, labor and administration. (For a more detailed des-

cription of this program, see Appendix K)

Some of the programs have attempted to compare the cost and value

of rehabilitation or repair with similar work by private qontractors.

They have found that some costs could be compared and others could

not. Specifically, Missouri Housing Alliance found that its labor
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costs were running about 202 higher than a private contractorrs

however, compared with total contract costs, including profit and

overhead for the private contractor, their own costs, less program

administration, l.rere nearly 2OZ 1ower. It is Iike1y that the total

costs of administering a rehabilitation /repair program by manpower

trainees, when added to the actual improvement costs, would reduce the

202 lrap.

Providing a grant to cover private labor costs for a specific

rehabilitation project. often can be less costly to the government

than providing the labor through a training.program. Trainees,

generally, are not as efficient as professional contractors and

would require more time to complete a rehabilitation task. Private

labor could provide more improvements, for the money, in a shorter

period of time.

A grant program would be effective if enough private laborers

and contractors existed in rural areas. Where they do exist, a re-

habilitation program would have to be extensive enough so that they

could make a reasonable profit over and above the costs of labor

and materiats.!/

However, the limited use of the 504 program indicates that

either there is insufficient labor in rural areas to do extensive

rehabilitation projects t ox that the profit in limited rehabilitation,,
(costing from $2,500 to $31500) is insufficient to attract the

private sector.

cussion to evaluate the benefits
or the social desirability of a training program.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the use of subsidized Iabor., such as Operation Mainstream,

ls one alternative in the rural rehabilitation/repair'process

ideally it would be unnecessary. If other programs such as FmHA

502 and 504 contained subsidies which were deep and flexible enough
l
ito mebt the housing needs of the rural Poor, such "piggybacking"

of various federal programs would be unnecessary.

Because the present financing mechanisms make loans for ex-

tensive home rehabilitation prohibitive to low-income families,

a grant mechanism should be introduced. HAC suggests the following:

, (1) In instances where skilIed. labor is available,

eligible families should be able to use the

grant to contract the work on the open market.

(2) Where labor skills are unavailable, a training
program should be instituted which develops the

necessary skilIs to carry out the rehabilitation,

with the costs of such trhining programs borne

from a source other than the housing subsidy.

.4tr

I
I
I
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I HOUSING IMPBOVEMENT PROGRAM (HIP)

Legislative Authority: Authorized under the Snyder Act of

L92L, the Housing Improvement Act was implemented in the

early 1960s and is administered by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs.

Intent: To enable Indian families to alleviate unsafe and

unhealthy housing conditions.

Work Accomplished: To purchase, construct, repairr ot im-

prove housing, provide transitional housing, and to provide

grants to lower the costs of other program loans to make

them more feasible.

Beneficiaries: Indians who would be elj-gible for continued

occupancy in public housing and who need financial assistance

in rehabilitating existing homes or buying new homes.

Area of ations : Indian reservations.

DESCRTPTION OF THE PROGRAM

The Housing Improvement Program (HIP) was developed in

the early I960s under the authority of the Snyder Act of

L921, to repair, rehabilitate or construct new Indian housing.

GAil
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The severity of the housing problem on reservations and the
slow response of the traditional FmHA and HUD programs

caused the creation of HIp.

.E;Irqrbl_ Il- ty

Eligibility is limited to fndj-an families or individuals
living in substandard housj-ng on a reservation. The family
or ind.ividuar must be eligible for continued occupancy in
public housing and have insufficient resources to accomplish
improvements themselves .

Possible Type of trriork

HIP contains five categories. Categories I&II provides

grant funds for repairs, renovations, and enlargements to

existing substandard or d.eteriorating housing while Category II

grants must bring structurally sound, but substandard housing

up to standards. Category f grants must only make the house more

livable

Depth and Type of Subsidy

The subsidy is in the form of a grant of up to $3500 for

Category I and $5000 for Category II for the repair/rehabilitation

of a home. Other amounts are available for new construction, but

this report concerns itself only with the repair/rehabilitation of

existing stock

The program intends that HfP funds be combined with

other program funds and resources to the maximum extent.pos-

sible. In the cases where HIP funds are used in conjilnction

with training (i.e. subsidized labor) programs, the HIP funds
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can be used almost exclusively for materials and technical

assistance. There are virtually no restrictions on how the

HIP grant funds can be combined with other programs, as long

as the HIP fur.ds are used for the intended purpose to

improve substandard housing.

Program Administration

HIP is administered through the area directors of the

Bureau of Indian Affaj-rs. The BIA representative on the

reservation, the agency superintendent, determines'wtr-o qual-
ifies for participation in the program.

The repatrr/rehabllitation program may be irnplernented

in one of three wayss

1. Contracting with Ind.ian or non-Indian contractors.

Preference is given to Indian tribal organizations.

2. Grants directly to the occupant with BIA providing

assistance in contracting and inspection of the work.

3. The BIA acting as the general contractor--purchasing

materials, hiring labor and supervising the work.

In most cases, grants have been provided directly to

ttre Indian recipient.

DTSTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS

Nurnber of Units

BIA reports that between 1963 and L972, 15,522 sub-

standard homes were repaired./rehabLlitated on Ind.ian reserva-

tions. The area of greatest concentration of the program was

in the Southwest. The attached list is the cumulative

)i

.Au
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production of repaired/rehabilitated units by BIA area office

and section of the county. (The figures include, in addition to

Category I, units that were rehabbed under Category II, meaning

they were brought up to minimum standards.)

SOUTIIWEST

NORTH CENTRAL

Albuquerque
Anadorka
Muskogee
Navajo
Phoenix

1840
713
863

4 059
2 080

TOTAI 9 555

1555
878
897

TOTAI ..... 3330

1092
700
509

PACIFIC

Aberdeen
Billings
Minneapolis

'JuneauPortland
Sacramento

TOTAL 229L

SOUTHEAST AGENCY 336

Dollars Expended.

The total amount of money spent in Fiscal Year 1972 by HIP

was $911641000. Of this, $3,7221000 was spent on Category I re-

pairs and $2,999r000 was spent on rehabilitation i*Category rI.

Category I units totaled 31560 in FY 72 for an average of

$1045r/unit, while Category II units totaled 1r307 for an average

of $2295 per unit. It should be noted that BIA ad.ministrative

^*tr
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funding for both the central and field offices were skimmed

from the top of the total figure. Thusrthe average quoted.

is somewhat higher than the actual benefits to the family.

?ROGRAIVT. ASSESSMENT

HIP was , for a period of years, Virtually the only

priogram .to improve housing on Indian reservations. It is
I

still the main program for repair and rehabj-Iitation. In

FY 72, of the 4998 construction starts for rehabilitation

and repair on Indian reservations, 4501 were attributed to

HIP (including minimal repairs). The 497 other units were

presumably financed through HUD, FmHA or private means.

, The need to vastly expand the one program that is

geared specifically to Indian needs is particularly poignant

within the context of housing conditions on Indian reser-

vations.

In an annual report on housing conditions on Indian

reservations for FY 72, the BIA reports the following :

Of the total of 881450 existing housing
structures, only 30rJ-44 are standard.
22t453 need replacement and 24t853 need
renovation (gfa terminology) .

r*t
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEI{DATIONS

Indians are forced to live in the most deplorable conditj-ons

of any people ir. the nation while the federal resources provided

for Indian needs have been grossly inadequate. Indians have been

isolated on reservations, forced to change their lifestyles to con-

form with federal 'standards".

Historically, the U.S. government has made and the.n broken

treaties with the Indian peoples. The failure to meet the commit-

ment to house Indians in decent, safe and sanitary dwellings is one

more broken "treaty".
The Housing Improvement Program represents a limited attempt

to fuIfiII that commitment. The smalI successes of HIP in housing

rehabilitation emphasize the inad.equacies of all federal rural
housing programs. The 4501 rehab and repair jobs financed through

HIP in FYt72 was even greater than the 3219 FmHA 504 loans in Lhe

same period

There are elements of the Housing Improvement Program that

represent a rational system of delivering housing services. The

method of subsidy is a maximum $3500 or $5000 grant. A public

agency, the BIA is responsible for providing financing, technical

assistance and inspection of the quality of work. In addition,

ttre Housing Improvement Program is ad.ministered by a process that

could have considerable citizen involvement.

Caveats

while the Housing rmprovement Program appears to be a rela-
tively successful program, it was not possible within the severe

q!,
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time constraints of this study, to make any site visits to Indian

reservations in order to assess the actual implementation of the

program. Several issues emerge and^ should be more fu11y explored

before any definitive conclusions are made about the program.

While there are three methods for implementation, grants to

the recipient for use on the private market are most frequently used.

Because the BfA agency superintendent determines eligibility, it

is possible that abuses could occur. Another concern revolves

around the superintendentrs role in assisting the recipient in his

choice of a contractor. It is not clear wh.at monitoring provisions

exist to afford the proper protections to the consumer in his choice.

tlIP appears to offer significant opportunities for encour-

aging economic development on the reservation. Jobs and the de-

velopment of Indian contractors are obvious additional benefits

potentially available from the rehabilitation work. While rehab

work through Indian contractors is permissible under the program,

it is seldom used. An examination of the apparent lack of affirma-

tive action in this area is clearly needed.

Considering the number of Indians who live in substandard

housing, it would seem that there would be a large backlog of appli-

cations. This may be the case. But in the absence of hard. data,

the question needs to be raised as to the awareness-level of the

Indian ;population regarding this program.

Recommendations

1) We recommend that a study be undertaken to answer

the questions we have raised about the functioning

of the HIP program itself.
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2l We also recommend that, regardless of the results

of the study, a program specifically oriented to

Indians and available only to Indians is the only

realistic way to begin to solve the Indian housing

crisis. Considering the special status of reser-

vation Indiansr rro other solution is acceptable.

3) It is further recommended that funding leve1s for

Indian.rehab efforts be increased in coordination

with an increase in funds for new construction.

The results of the recommended. stud.y will suggest the manner

in which this funding increase should be adrninistered, by whom,

and under what conditions. It is important to retain, however, the

essential ingredients of a pr:b1ic agency delivery system, the grant

provision, etc.r Ers they are now embodied in HIP.

i{tr
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SECTION 1119 EMERGENCY HOME REPAIRS

Legislative Citation: Section 1119 of the Socia1 Security Act.

Intent: To provide grants fori emergency home repairs.

Work Ac lished: Necess ary home repairs under $500.

Beneficiaries: Welfare homeowners.

Area of Operations: Urban and rural.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

Section 1119 of the Socia1 Security Act provides funds for

emergency home repairs to welfare homeowners in those states that

choose to include this program in their state welfare program.

Eli ibirit
The regulations are strict. The welfare recipient must own

and live in the house and the house must be so seriously substandard

that continued occupancy would be impossible without the grant.

Depth and Type of Subsidy

The subsidy is in grant form and cannot exceed $500 for any

one home. The federal government matches state funds, do1lar for

dollar. While there is no federal statutory authorization limit,

the program usage is effectively limited by the amount each state

legislature is willing to authorize.

+.Xr
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Program Adminis tration

While each state administers the program differently, generally

the family applies for the grant directly to the local welf,are

department when a problem arises, such as a damaged roof or inoper-

ative heating system. If the family is approved, it finds a local

contractor to perform the work. The contractor sends the bilIs to

the welfare department, which pays them for the family.

The same caseworker with whom the family is familiar monitors

the work to insure that the quality is acceptable. Generally, there

is no inspection by anyone above the leve1 of the caseworker.

DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS

Very few states have chosen to adopt this program. Those

that have include Alaska, California, Connecticut, Guam, I11inois,

Kansas, Nebraska, Massachusettsrand West Virginia. In FY 72, of

these states, Connecticut, Guam and Kansas did not participate.

In FY 72, a total of $557,692 in total home repair payments

were made in the six states that participated. This total was used.

to repair 3235 units. In each of the four categories of eligible

welfare recipients, at least half of the grants were made in Cali-

fornia. The attached chart provides a more complete breakdown of

the payments by state and by category .&1

Assessment of the Proqram

Limited Participation

It is not clear why some states have chosen to participate and

others have not. Or, of those who do participate, why some provide

significantly more funds th.an othhr:s. It does seem, however, that
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SECTION 1119 HOME NEPAIR
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AIaska
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Massachusetts

Nebraska
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Total

Alaska

California
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OId Age
Assistance
TotaI
Payments
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$ 300
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300 $ 5,200 40

7
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L200

253

1,58

L32

2

I{o
lL8

39 r g6g 365 2,7 4L 31

$L27 ,869 7s4 $ 7 t94L 7L

Total 1119 (a11 4 categories)
'CasesPayments

28,594 240

$152,976 665

7

L t920

13

Massachusetts

Nebraska

West Virginia
Total:

$268 ,906 t7 45

Cases

369

158

758

t

F

sccT _692 3.235
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those states with the most knowledgeable and committed welfare

departments have utilized the program more. This is especially

significant since it is only a permissive and not a mandatory

involvement on the part of each state.

This program has tended to work best in rural areas because

there are more welfare recipient homeowners there, especially among
I

tfre dlderly. However, the very 1ow grant maximum has greatly re-

stricted the extent of the programrs usefulness.

Piqqvb ackino

It has had fiar more extensive effectiveness when coupled with

other subsidy programs such as Operation Mainstream, or with other

tlpes of free labor. For example, the West Virginia Welfare De-

partment has pushed. the 1119 program. By using innovative sources

of Iabor, the $500 maximum has been extended. The grant has been

used primarily for materials and the labor has been provided without

cost by voluntary groups such as fraternitiesrjunionr chamber of

commerce members, etc. In fact, the Department reports that approx-

imately 909a of the 1119 funds have been used exclusively for materi-

als.

An interesting variation of the 1119 program has been utilized

by Eastern Kentucky HDC. Because Kentucky does not participate in

the 1119 program, a research and development grant from HEW to the

state was substituted for the staters matching share. In effect,

in this situation federal money was matched with federal money.

The effect of this variation has beenr tss in West Virginia,
to increase the total value of the work. The total $5OO for
materials, prus labor costs supplied by a DoL grant, have brought

the average"total value to around g15OO.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The 1119 program is not a housing programi it is a welfare

program and should be viewed as such. Such a restricted program

should not be mistakenly considered any major element in a

national housing strategy. At best, it is a stopgap measure,

with limited applicability.

However, within the context of welfare programs, 1119

has a rightful place. rn fact, it should be expanded along

the following lines:

(I) The restrictions on emergency repairs should be

'r ? .ri .: .' loosened,. ..Any substandard home is .in an "emergency"

situation and should. be treated accordingly.

(2) The $500 maximum is too low to improve the home in

any serious way. The maximum should be extended to

at least $1500 and, when the situation warrants it,

. there should be authority to go higher.

(3) In those states where the program is operative,

the limited use of it can be increased by making

welfare workers aware of its existence, to inform

eligible recipients.
(4) fn those states where the program does not operate,

it is apparently because of reluctance of the state

to match federal funds. Legislation could be amended

to require state participationr or other federal

incentives could be developed to encourage wider use

of the program.

e&r
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Additional Approache s To Rehabilitation,/Repair

In addition to the programs described above there are a number

of other programs and legislative proposals which might have some

direct bearing on rehabilitation efforts. The time constraints

of this study plus the newness of some of these programs do not

al1ow in depth study at this time. We do feeI, however, that they

should be mentioned and their use deserves consideration in the

formation of a national rural rehabilitation program.

1) The Housing Preservation Act of L973 in Februa ry

of L973 this Act, designed to preserve and improve

the low-income housing stock was. presented by

Senators Taft and Cranston. The bill provides FIIA

insured refinancing; 3? or interest free home re-

pair.loans for elderly or handicapped homeowners

and direct loans to homeowners facing foreclosure.

We are in general agreement with the purposes of this

bill, however, we are concerned about the implied ab-

sence of rural coverage, and believe it should be

modified in accordance with our letter to Senator

Taft, dated June L2, Lg73, a copy of which isAppendix J.

2) The Housins Allowance Prosram - A program designed to

demonstrate the feasibility of providing families of
low-income with housing.allowances to assist them in

obtaining rental housing of their choice in existing

standard housing. The implications of this program
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are that the allowances will serve as an irrcentiv€ to

property owners to repair deteriorating structures.

If this is true and if the whole experiment proves

feasible, this program could be a major factor in the

preservation of the existing housing stock. It is too

early to judge either the experiment or its effect on

rehabilitationi we wou1d, however, urge that special

attention be given to whether or not it is a sufficient

incentive to stimulate rehabilitation.

3) Community Development Revenue Sharing - A11 communitv

development revenue sharing proposais presently lack

housing provisions. Until such time as there is either

a companion housing bill or housing provisions added to

the proposalsr rfo funds would be avaiLable for rural housing

rehabilitation under Community Development Revenue Sharing.

The Administrationts bil-I, the Better Communities Act, does

not include any housing provisions. fn addition, it incor-
porates previously authorized 3L2 rehab loan funds, without

allowing housing uses.

Senator Sparkman has reintroduced the community development ..

bill that passed the Senate last year 80 I. While it also

does not provide any housing usesr ds presently written, it

does recognize the connection between housing and community

development by reguiring a needs plan that includes plans for

Iow income housing and slum prevention and clearance. It is

not likeIy that either of this year's bills will be passed
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without substantive housing provisions.

The Rural Development Act, which passed Congress last

year and has not yet been implemented, also does not in--

clude any provisions for housing rehabilitation or repair. In
short, none of the community development revenue sharing

proposals or legislation have provided any funds for rural

housing rehabilitation.

4) Tax Incentives - The idea of using some form of tax incentive

to encourage the preservation of property has been tried in

many forms. Tax abatement, tax credits, accelerated

depreciation are some of the forms that have been used to

stimulate participation in rehab. The two most wide-

spread approaches to using the tax mechanisms are: 1) the

use of the Internal Revenue Code and the tax consequences of

sheltering income and accelerating depreciation to catalyze

the private sector to participate in Iow,/moderate income

housing efforts; and 2) the abatement of real property taxes

by governmental jurisdictions concerned with attracting Low/

moderate income housing activity, including rehab. In

addition, there has been scattered use of tax credits to special

categories of property owners, such as the elderly. *'

There are a number of issues to be considered in looking at

the tax device as a stimulus to rehab, not the least of which are

the safeguardsnecessary to protect the tenant of a property

whose Landlord has received property tax benefits in some form.

How such savings can be passed on in the form of lower rents

needs to be explored further.
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There is a wide range of opinion on the effectiveness of

tax incentives. Some would maintain that they have in fact,
acted. as a disincentive because rehabilitation increases

the value of units and therefore, by implication, the tax

load. A recent study by Arthur D. Litt1e, Inc.l 'rA Stud.y

of Property Taxes and Urban Blight" disputes this popular be-

lief with the following finding, "Incremental assessment of

building specific improvements is not a major source of

blight or a major disincentive to upgrading." This is true it.

apparently, because in practice, improvements are seldom

reassessed unless they involve very extensive investment.

How applicable this conclusion is for rural areas remains

unknown.

.&
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IV. ANAIYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR HOME PEPAIR

INTRODUCTION

Since L949, national policy has proclaimed every Americants

right to a decent home in a suitable envi,ronment. To implement

that.goal, a number of federal and state programs have been developed.
IWhilg there has never been the level of commitment required to meet

ttre national housing need, a variety of techniques have been under-

taken to reduce the costs of housing to low-income people, bot.tt

rural and urban. Among these are interest subsidy programs, grant

and loan programs, tax techniques, and to a lesser extent, manpower

labor progr€rms.

To address the specific problem of housing repair and/or rehabili-

tationr Els an element in a comprehensive housing program, the analysis

which follows will look at those mettrods of reducing costs which

are available or can be applied to the repair process.

SI'BSIDY MECHANISMS

Most housing sr-rbsidies to rural low-income families are direct,
in the form of interest credit loans, grants or a combination of
ttre two

Some indirect subsidies also help the low-income consumer. Eor

example, labor costs can be reduced by a manpohrer strbsidy, where

available. Even less direct, are real estate tax credits for property-

owners.
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Cost Reductions to the Consumer

1 Interest Credit Loans

The cost of a loan to the consumer is determined, by the

interest rate and the term of the mortgage. The difference

to the low-income homeowner in the cost of monthly payments

for a given principal amount can often be the difference be-

tween ttre ability to pay for needed property improvements or

remaining in a substandard dwelling.

Lower interest rates can substantially reduce repayment

costs for a Iow-income family. For example, the annual pay-

ment for principal plus interest on each $1r 000 borrowed at

the current FmHA market rate of 7 L/4* over the current FmHA

term of 33 years is $80.49. The annual payment at a 1 percent

interest rate on the same loan is only $35.73.

The length of term of amortization can also significantly
affect repayment costs. A repair loan of S2500, at 1 percent

over 10 years, would result in monttrly payments of $22. A

simple increase to a 20-year mortgage would cut the monttrly

payments nearly in half--to $11.55.

The cost to the consumer is also affected by the type of
loan. The FHA-HUD loan which subsidi.zes a private Lnstitution
wiLl cause higher costs to the consumer because he must pay for
points and costly closing fees. The ErnHA Ioan, which is lent
directly to the consumer, will be less because there are no

points. or closing fees.
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2. Grants

Many families can not afford even a one percent loan.

For example, a low-income homeowner in New England with

the mortgage completely paid, might have the following kinds

of housing expenses $I5/month for taxes; $4Orlmonth for

utilities; $S/month for insurance. Since a $2500 loan at

lt would cost $22/mont)t, the familyrs total housing expenses

would be $82rlmonth. To afford this kind of monthly housing

e:q)ense, ItnIIA general guidelines indicate that the family I s

AFf should be about $3936/year. Yet there are many low-

income homeowners with incomes weII below this figure.

This kind of problem is addressed in urban areas under

the Section 115 program. Grants up to $3500,to bring pro-

perties to code are available in Urban Renewal Areas (Title

I) and Code Enforcement Areas (Section 117). However, the

only operative repair grant program in rural areas is the

very small 1119 HEW program (See Section IIf). The legisla-
tion for the more significant FmHA 504 program envisioned a

grant feature, but funds have never been appropriated (See

Section III).

3. Combination Loans/Grants

A combination of grants and loans, based on a recipientrs
income, provides a deeper subsidy for the family and at the

sErme time cuts the cost to the g:overnment. At one end of the

income spectrum, 100 percent grants could be used, and at the
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other end, federal loans could serve a familyrs needs. A

combination of grant and loan could fill family needs

falling between the two extremes, based on ability to repay

the loan.

For example, the family of five with an adjusted income

of under $3936/year could not afford the $2500 loan at one

percent over 10 years. If that same familyrs adjusted income

were $2500/year and. it was responsible for costs up to 20

percent AFI r it could only afford to make payments of about

$IO,/month. This would pay for a $1000 loan (at 18) .' However,

if they needed a $2500 1oan, the $1500 difference would be a

grant from the government.

There is precedent for this method in the fhHA Farm Labor

housing program and the HUD Section 115 and, 3J-2 rehab program

which utilize combinations of loans and grants. The Farm

Labor program provides a maximum 90 percent grant and 10 Per-

cent loan at one percent interest. The loan/grant ratio can

vary, but generally, the maximum grant has been utilized.
As we have shown, section 115 (grant) and 3L2 (loan) may be

used in Urban Renewal and Code Enforcement Areas. The maxi-

mum grant is $3500 and the remainder may be loaned, if the

rehabilitation effort were impossible without use of a grant.

To emphasize again that the combination Loan/grant concept

is not new to rural repair, the FmHA 504 program has provisions

for this kind of subsidy, which have not been implemented.

a
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I'lexibi lity-Cost Variations

A combined loan and grant program also would be flexible

enough to deal with cost factors which vary from area to area.

Cost factors vary in all elements of the repair process.

Labor costs vary with region, salary and cost of living standards

and the cost of materials also vary with region. Weather conditions

in certain areas may increase the cost of repair or require more

costly or extensive repa.irs. Administrative costs also are depend-

ent on cost standards in a particular area. In addition, higher

tax and utility rates may leave a homeowner with less avail-able

mgney for repair work.

Costs for repair work, according to a HAC spot survey, for

the installation of a bathroom, septic tank and plumbing in

North Carolina would run about $11500. In Wisconsin, the same

work would cost an add.itional $500. The cost of an additional

room in North Carolina, at $11500 would also cost $500 more in

Wisconsin.

Currently, a program such

Iow-income people in one area,

only moderate income people in
combination loan,/grant program

needed to compensate for these

as FmHA 504 or 502 will reach very

like the Carolinas, but will serve

other areas, like New England. The

would provide the flexible tools

costs differences.
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Other Techniques to Red.uce Consumer Costs

While loans, grants and combination loan/grants are the most

directly applicabte subsidies to the repair process, there are other

subsiily mechanisms which may provide additional resources for the

low-income consumer or otherwise affect the housing market.

I Tax Credit

This srlbsidy is probably the most universal in this coun-

try and is granted, by the Internal Revenue Code to all

homeowners paying off a mortgage. Interest payments on mortgages

are allowable deductions from income taxes. The largest sub-

sidy, of course, applies to those with the largest mortgages,

and usually, the highest incomes. But it does serve to expand

even the lower-income homeowner's available financial resources

(as long as gross income is high enough to be paying income

taces) .

2. Labor Subsidies

Subsidizing ttre cost of labor eliminates that element

of the final repair cost to the consumer. And since subsidized

labor progrErms "r" o=,rally operated by nonprofit organizations

the only cost to the consumer is for materials. Manpower pro-

grams , of the type analyzed in Section III, are not available
on any widespread, basis, and therefore, cannot be considered

as a major element in a national repair strategry.
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The Cost to the Goveinment

1. Private Market Borrower'i'ng

While this report will not contain an indepth study of

federal government financing methods, it can be noted that federal

borrowing, and the resources of such borrowing, prod.uce differeht

costs to the government. Raising funds for federal housing loans

ttrrough sale of tax-exempt Treasury notes , for example, wj-th their

lower interest rates will cost the government less than having

commerical market supply these funds at market rates.

The ultimate goal is to enable the low-income consumer to

purchase housing services at a cost that he can afford. If the

government can therefore reduce its costs, it should be possible

for the consumer to benefit accord,ingly or for more consumers to be

benefitted.

FIIA-HUD

Although the cost to the government depends on the type

of loan, most federal programs (i.e. HUD-FHA) subsidize interest on

loans from private institutions. The lender receives a market rate

on the loan (within a HUD-set maximum) and the government pays to

the lender the difference between that rate and, the lower rate set for

the low-income borrower.

To take a simple FHA example, a $151000 loan at one percent

over 30 years would cost a family $579.60 per year. Interest at the

current FHA maximum rate of 7 L/4 percent. would require interest
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palrments of $11229.40. So the government, then, would pay to the

commercial lender the difference of $649.80 per year.

FMHA

The E'mHA loan program lends directly to the recipient wittr-

out recourse to private lending institutions. However, EfnHA receives

its loan funds by selling notes in the investment market at rates which

usualty are not substantially below those of market rate for mortgages.

Though the rates do vary, generally a FnHA loan costs the government

within a percent or two of the FHA-HUD maximum mortgage interest rate

through use of conventional mortgage lenders.

2. Treasury Borrowinq

A government agency can al.so borrow directly from the U.S.

Treasury to acquire its loan funds. Treasury rates for government

agencies are much lower than market rates generally in ttre area

of 3 L/22. Use of this method allows the government housing agency

to save the difference between the Treasury rate and market rate.

Presently, no loan program in rural America borrows

directly from the Treasury. Furthermore, a large-scale program of

loans borrowed from the Treasury may be politically impractical-
banking institutions and similar organizations have a vested interest
in the status q[uo. Further, the budget system which shows loans

only as liabilities makes d,irect loans politically unacceptable be-

cause it implies a higher spending level. However, if the loans

were to be shown as liabilities and the mortgages as assets, ttris
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problem would be offset. rhis concept r,ras implemented in the
trExport Expansion Finance Act of 1971".

(For more details, see Testimony of Elmer Staats, director

of General Accounting Office, before the Joint Economic Committee

of Congress.)
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ADIVITNISTRATIVE SYSTEMS

Subsidies, regardless of their source, must be delivered to

eligible recipients through a tangle of government and other

institutions. At present, the network of organizations that mai'

be involved in the delivery of any single method of reducing

housing costs are complicated, at times overlapping, and frequently

inaccessible or unknown to the low-income consumer.

The major governmental agencies that may be involved at some

point in the process are Earmers Home Administration, Department

of Housing and Urban Development, and state housing finance agencies,

housing authorities, state departments of community affairs and

other public institutions. The private sector, including banks and

building contractorsr [ay also play a role. In many areas, nonprofit

sponsors and HDCs play a significant role in the delivery process.

Federal Government

t Farmers Home

At the federal Ievel, the Farmers Home Administration has the

responsibility for delivering financing for iow and moderate income

housing to residents in rural areas and small towns under 101000

population. It monitors and inspects the work done with its fund.s.

FmHA funds may be used among other purposes, for single family

housing (new and rehab/repair); multi-family (new and rehab/repair) 
1

rrater and sewer, etc
FrnHA activities are carred out through a national system of

state and county offices. while there is relative autonomy to make

decisions on the basis of local cond.itions, national guidelines pro-

vide recourse against abuse or discrimination on the part of a

county supervisor.
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The major flaws in the FmHA structure lie in the "passivity"
of its distribution process. Because there is no paralle1 admin-

istrative system nationally, responsible for actual housing develop-

ment, FmHA must necessarily distribute its subsidy funds to what

is available--a patchwork of nonprofit sponsors, private builders

and individuals.

. Because FmHA does not actively recruit those who would qualify

for its programs, peopte must discover the programs on their or{n.

A subsidy program is relatively useless if the eligible recipients

are not informed of the program's potential benefits.

2. HUD

HUD does provide some subsidy funds to rural America, notably
public housing, Indian housing and some water-sewer grant funds.

But generally, HUD does not operate in towns under 25r000 population.

State Agencies

1. ' State llousinct f inance Agencies

SHFATs have come into being in states to assist in building and

managing housing that serve public purposes. While the powers of

SHFATs vary widely from state to state, they generally act as

mortgage banking institutions by providing below market interest

rate, long term mortgage Ioans.

Many housing finance agencies have sponsored housing development

under FHA programs, including sections 221 (d)3, 236 and 235. some

StIFAts are empowered to make seed money loans and to provide tech-

nical assistance to nonprofit developerso ,
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Some finance agencies have even broader powers. For example,

ltissouri and Maryland have aII of the cited powers plus the capacity

to insure private loans. New York has, in addition, a rent supple-

ment program, the power to acquire land through eminent domain drrd

site development powers.

Almost all state housing finance agencies tend to be urban and

suburban oriented, thus reinforcing the historical IIUD bias. Recently,

some SHFA's have begun to reorient a portion of their activity to-

ward rural areas. For example, the West Virginia Housing Development

Fund has become involved in several programs in rural West Virginia,

after previous activity largely in the FHA 236 projects in urban'

areas.

2. Ilousing Authorities
Housing authorities are established by state enabling legisla-

tion to utilize federal funds to construct low-income public housing.

Generally, local housing authorities are restricted to certain

Iocalities. State and regional housing authorities have a wider

scope of jurisdiction.

Ttrere are currently 9 state housing authorities. Generally,

SHAts operate in rural areas not covered by LIIATs either by statute

or practice. There are, however, exceptions such as South Carolina

SHA which has the dominant role in housing in that state.

Housing authorities float bonds backed by the federal govern-

ment to provide the funds for constructing low cost housing. The

bonds are repaid by funds provided by the annual contributions

contract with HUD.
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State housing authorities can, in addition, float state bonds,

reinvest them and use the resultant gain to supplement their ad-

ministrative funding or they can receive administrative funding

from the state legislature.

Housing authorities can manage their units directly or they

can contract for management services. Most state housing authorities

contract, though Massachusetts is a notable exception because of

a state subsidy program.

3 Department of Community Affairs

The powers and functions of the 42 state departmen$ of community

affairs (different names in different states) vary widely. Most of

t[e DCArs are cabinet or subcabinet levels of the governor's office.

Among the DCA powers are legal and legislative advice; coordina-

tion of state programs; training and technical assistance; research

and informationi economic development planning.

Few are directly involved in housing. However, the trend to-

wards greater involvement in housing may be surfacing. Several,

including Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Colorado, have developed code

standards and are empowered to enforce them.

Notable in housing activity is the Wisconsin DCA which has

received public housing allocations and the power to decide on

their distribution throughout the state. Several DCA's, including

Pennsylvania, administer a seed loan fund and technical assistance

programs for nonprofit developers. Most q'DCAs,e however, have not

actively undertaken housing roles.
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4. Single Purpose State Agencies

Most states have agencies such as the Welfare Department and

the Highway Department whose primary function lies elsewhere than

in housing. However, agencies such as these may be drawn into

housing activity

For example, in providing a variety of services for their clients,

Welfare Departments may also provide shelter allowances or emergency

home repair grants (see Section III). Highway Departments sometimes

also become involved in relocation of people who have been dislocated

by the construction of highways.

Private Institutions
1. Banks - (Commercial and Savings and l,oah)

Lending institutions have a history of involvement in financing

construction activity in both rural and urban areas. They have lent
both long and short term capital. Such institutions have developed

skilLs related to land,, site improvement, and construction activity.
In rural areas, the experience of the Housing Assistance Council

has shown that many banks have been traditionally conservative. They

have frequently been unwilling to make loans to builders, particularly
nonprofits, who serve a low-income population. Even in dealing with

federally insured programs, rural banks have displayed considerable

reluctance.

This is an area which deserves considerable study to determine

what public policy actions might be taken to inform rural lending

institutions more fully about federal opportunities in housing as

well as to assess the community-related responsibilities of such

institutions.
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Frequently rural banks do not have the

large scale operations. For example, a HAC

in Ohio collateralized a line of credit for

$1001000 had to be divided between 2 banks,

had the resources to make a $I0OrOO0 loan.

not be a problem in most urban areas.

resources to finance

loan to Adams-Brown

$I00,000. But that

because neither one

Obviously, thls would

2. Private Builders

The primary role of private builders, of course, is to perform

the actual construction work, whether new or rehab/repair. The

availability and quality of such businesses in rural America is
uneven and inconsistent, of best. fn many rrrral areas, there simply

are not private builders, willlng to become involved in 1ow-profit

building for low-income people, thus limiting the use of a particu-

lar program.

Builders have, in some cases, played other roles. They have

engaged in packaging loans. They have also stimulated activity
in a particular subsidy program. For example, they have publicized

the FmHA 502 new construction program in many areas to the ex-

clusion of other aspects of the 502 program, such as repair on

presently occupied homes.

3 Nonprofits and HDCs

Nonprofits and HDCs have filled the gap in several stages of

the housing development process. Their roles have varied from

Lnformation provider and referral agent to sponsor/d,evetoper. In

many cases, they have informed families of the available resources

and provided assistance in the pape::vrork of the application process.

In generall they have monitored in behalf of the applicantrs best

interests.
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In many areas where there are no private builders willing to

build at costs affordable to low-income people, nonprofits are

the only groups willing or able to produce lower cost housing. The

great majority of HAC loan funds have gone to nonprofit developers

to provide them with the front-end money necessary to acquire land,

develop sites and build houses. The savings to the nonprofit from

the HAC loan have been passed on to the buyer in the form of a

lower total mortgage cost.

4 Cooperatives

Cooperatives are another form of corporation, and are allowed

to undertake housing development. However, tnis mechanism has not

been as extensively used in this country as in some others.

Several have formed around specific federal housing programs

such as Hope Village, N.Y. and the Federation of Southern Coops

in Georgia. These. co-ops act only as sponsors, where housing is

constructed and occupied along traditional guidelines.

Other types of cooperatives have become active in housing

development in a very limited scope. In Oklahoma, for example,

the state legislature amended the rural electric cooperative en-

abling law to alIow rural electric cooperatives to develop housing

Ln areas served by the cooperative. In this case, the cooperative

is authorized to act as a public housing authority, with develop-

ment powers within the service areas of the co-ops.
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AITERNATIVE MODELS FOR HOME REPAIR

A.combination of any of the alternative subsidy mechanisms and

administrative systems analyzed in the previous section may be in-

volved in the home repair process. Obviously, some combinations

are more effective in serving low-income people than others.

As has been indicated throughout this paper, repair is one

element in a comprehensive housing delivery system. Criteria are

set up for evaluating the various possibilities, based on how many

elements of a comprehensive system each model possesses.

These criterias include: 1) is the administrative mechanism

public and permanently funded with ad.equate staff? 2) does it cover

a wide geographic jurisdiction easily accessible to the public?

3) does it include the fuI1 range of housing development powers, in-

cluding planning? 4) is the subsidy leveI provided deep and flexible

enough to serve any low-income person? 5) can it raise revenues?

6) does it inform the public of its services?

While these criteria are applicable to a comprehensive housing

agency, there are some additional elements pertaining specifically to

repair as an activity. Arr effective repair program should:

(1) be less expensive than new construction;
(21 be quickly accomplished;

(3) make the final product a permanent part of
the housing stock;

(4) avoid relocating the family, whenever possible.
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According to these criteria, some models can be dismissed.

quickly. An unsubsidized bank loan for the individual to purchase

the repair or other work on the private market simply can not

be afforded by a low income person. Even if a nonprofit is the con-

tractor, thus lowering the cost, it generally is not affordable to

low income people. In shortr ?ny model that does not include at

least some kind of subsidy is beyond the purchasing range of a low

income person

By injecting various other subsidies into the scheme, the model

improves. For example, a nonprofit with subsidized labor can perform

the repair work relatively inexpensively. If the family receives

a FmHA 504 or 502 interest credit loan, then the work becomes af-

fordable. If a welfare grant is also included, the work becomes

available to an even larger segrnent of the population.

However, this type of model does not represent a very efficient

system according to the criteria we have set up. While FmIIA is

public and permanently staffed, covering a wide area, the other

agencies involved lack these characteristics. Nonprofits are not per-

manent and they are not located in every area. They also do not have

a full range of housing powers and neither does FmIIA. In add.ition,

there is little coordination and planning on any significant scale.

Several administrative systems already exist that possess one

or several of the desired characteristics. What follows is a chart

that shows each of these administrative systems in relation to each
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othe4 concerning these characteristics. The first half of the chart

shows existing elements and the second half indicates what is lacking.

That is, it shows what is needed to make .r complete system. (The

ranking for "existing" and the ranking for "needed" always totals 3,

representing fulI power. )

I

/ the second chart demonstrates graphically how limited are the
l

subsidy capabilities granted to these administrative systems in

comparison to what each could do. It indicates with an "x", which

types of subsidy are available through each administrative mechanism.

The complete model for each administrative system would represent

a situation where that administrative agency is a clearinghouse for

all federal funds flowing into its geographic arear €rs well as pro-

viding for the development and planning function.

Though the chart assumes the provision of an array of housing

services, the factors wouId, also relate to repair alone. The ad-

ministrative problems mentioned, for example, are specifically

related to repair.

The series of models leads logica11y to a more fulIy described

comprehensive housing delivery system. That is, each administrative

system proceeding down the page moves closer to the full range of
desired powers and characteristics. The hierarchy may vary from

region-to region. It would be logical, therefore, that that housing

agency which has established itself as viable and knowledgeable in

its particular area, should, be designated as the model for repair or

any other housing service for that area.
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Type of S sidyV

Administrative
Mechanisms Existing Potential

Single-
Purpose

Cooperative
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Comm. Affairs
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HDC

Reg., State
housing auth-
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1/, tor adminiEtrative probtefrs on laior subsLdies, eee seci,Lon IfI (operation Mainstream).g/, The wisconsin DcA has dlstribution polrers on public houEing leasing set-asidea.
9-l. w. va. HDF has coordinating powers over use of sec. 504 funals and training prograna in nultl,-counqr area.
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Comprehensive Pub1i'c Agency System

A comprehensive delivery system would be administered by a
network of public agencies, which would, be responsible for delivering
ttre whole spectrum of housing services new construction, rehabil-
ita housing allowances, leasirg, etc. Repair would be only

one of many services available through this public agency system.

@neral Characteristics

An ideal mechanism is characterized by several basic factors,

all of which can be institutionalized. 1) The public agency should

be easily accessible to the public and its resources should be made

widely known. 2) The agency should be funded for adequate staff and.

empowered to implement the various phases of ttre housing development

process financing, land acquisition and development, construction,

and inspection. 3) The staff should also be aware of other relevant

resources. 4) The staff should be committed to serving the needs of

its rural consumers, and to assign to rural areas the priorities they

desetrye.

Description of the System

A system of regional housing service agencies should be estab-

lished to cover all the rural areas of every state. A parallel

system of metropolitan organizations would be responsible for the

metropolitan areas.
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The public agency system should be regional in nature in order

to take advantage of economies of scale. Covering a wide area would

make it more economically feasible to fund a permanent, skilled staff.

It would help to control management costs, and a regional approach

would provide a better opportunity for coordination of plans and

activities. In addition, it would insure that all areas of the state
I

have /'access to housing: resources.
i

Regional Agency Porarers

Each regional agency would have the following kinds of powers

with which to carry out the full range of housing services envisioned:

(U to construct and manag,e low/moderate income housing

and to acquire and d.evelop land, directly or by

contract. This assumes the power to utilize funds from

any source, including federal funds. The housing must

be in accordance with an overall state plan ttrat takes

into account all the inter-related elements of housing

water and sewer construction, location of employment,

transportation, educational, commercial facilities, etc.

This plan must also have a special emphasis on the

construction and,/or rehabilitation of low/moderate in-

come housing.

(21 to override local zoning, building code or other'
regulatory impediments to the construction of Low/

moderate income housirg; included would be the power

. of eminent domain.

(3) tb set rural housing standards, with enforcement powers,
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(a) to review all applications for housing assistance or

mortgage insurance submitted for federal funding, to

certify compliance with the state p1an.

(5) to approve management entities for subsidized, units,
where the agency itself is not the management entity;
and to contract for payment of federal operating sub-

sidies to ttre local management entity.

(6) to develop a comprehensive housing services plan and

to allocate funds to implement the plan. This plan

should be both ttre regional version of the state plan

. and a more detailed accounting of housing related ser-

vices for that region namely, health, education, em-

ployment, etc., in the area of the housing units.

0) to administer any housing allowance program that might

be legislated into existence

fB) to make loans for private market transactions

state Role

The role of the state government in this system would be three-

fold;' Eirst, the state would have to enact enabling legislation to

establish the regional housing agencies, enpowering ttrem with ttre

delineated functions;
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Secondly, the state would be responsible for providing admin-

istrative funding on a permanent basis to these regional agencies.

The funding could come from a variety of sources i.e. state/Iocal

revenue sharing funds, from state bonds, etc. Id,eal1y, ttre agencies

would be funded as a standard part of the legislatur.ers appropriation

process, just d,s the welfare or highway departments are funded. In

any case, they should not be dependent on the vagaries of federal

administrative funding 
i

Third, ttre state would eittrer establish or designate a state

agency to coordinate or oversee the regional agencies in that

state. It would be responsible to make sure that each regional

agency was, indeed, implementing ttre state plan in its region.

Federal RoIe

The federal government, ttrrough its cnrn mechanism, would provide

subsidy funds to each state according to . t""a3 formula for the whole

state. AII criteria for evaluating the various functions of bottr

ttre state and regional agencies would be determined according to

federal guidelines. For example, the state plan would have to be

approved according to federally established criteriai any management

entity approved by ttre regional agency would be subject to federal
guidelines; the comprehensive housing services plan would have to

be approved by federal standards; etc.
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The. purpose of these federal controls would be to make the

state and regional age.ncies accountable to f eileral standards,

especially in relation to non-discrimination provisions. And, more

importantly, enforcement of these provisions wtrere federal funds

are being utilized, would be actively carried out by the federal

agency in conjunction with ttre state oversight agency.
I
I

j

The ttrreat of cutting off huge amounts of federal subsidy

funds should be enough to insure that federal goals are met in each

region of every state.

The federal interest should be ad.ministratively handled through

a national mechanism with state and loca1 or regional offices. In

rural areas, the FtnHA structure would be adaptable to this kind of

approach. In any case, ttrere should be a separate ad.ministrative

system for rural and urban areas, to insure that rural interests are

not subsUmed to those of the more organized urban interests.

Subsidy Mechanism

The subsidy mechanism utilized would be dependent on ttre par-

ticular situation - i.e. multi-fanily or single family, new or repair,
Generally, hovrever, a d,irect subsidy to the consumer based on the loan/
grant combination should be the most efficient mechanism in reaching

ttre most consumers. It would include the advantages discussed earlier
in ttre subsidy mechanism section.

Each public agency would also have the authority to lease units

from private landlords, to rent, inturn, dt subsidized rates. This

leasing arrangement, as discussed earlier, should serve as an in-

centive to landlords to repair their units.
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Conclusion

The major advantages of ttris system are manifold. Primarily,

it represents a workable, rati6nal system for distributing limited
federal resources in the most equitable manner. The regional

approach insures that every area will be served and that federal funds

will not be distributed haphazardly, as they are now. It also alIows

for maximum flexibility based on varying local needs, with con-

comitant federal control to minimize abuse and discrimination.

To construct a repair model in any context, other ttran within
a comprehensive housing system would be to perpetuate the irrationality
of the present housing delivery "systemr'.
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V. CONCLUSTONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1 Repair as a Housing Strategy

As we have shown consisteltlV throughout this study the distinc-

tions between repair and rehabilitation is tenuous at best: Semantics

are only one part of the problem. More important is the conceptual

framework in which we view the entire housing development process,

and the place within that process that is occupied by repair and,/or

rehabilitation efforts.

It is our belief that any meaningful housing program has as its
objective achieving a long term benefit. In. dealing with an existing

housing program the benefit should be the long term preservation of

the housing stock. To achieve this goal it will be necessary to

make a substantial investment in these properties. The amountrof

course, will vary depending on location, condition of the house, etc.

but generally we are talking about an expenditure in the $3 to $5000

range as opposed to the $5OO-$1000 range. we believe this is re-
guired to bring rural units up to a designated standard. Thus, by

definition, we are not talking about repair. This is not to say

that repair should not play a part in an overall housing strategy.
J

It is to say that repair is not a strategy in itself and should be

a lesser element in whatever comprehensive strategy is devised.

Again this is based on the view that the major dollar and program

emphasis should be on those kinds of activities which provide perma-

nent solutions.

There is, of course, a need in some areas to provide a temporary

solution -'interim measures to be used as a holding action until more

resources are brought to bear to solve the problem. In decLining areas
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there is a need, and an obligation to meet the basic health and

safety requirements of the residents of substandard housing.

It would be ,reither appropriate nor useful within the context

of this study to suggest the proportion of dollar resources that

should be allocated to repair vs. rehabilitation vs. nehr construction.

Suffice it to say, the gap between need and commitment of resources

has alwalrs been enormous, and continues in an even more exacerbated

manner at this point in time.

The ultimate role which repair will play in the context of a

national comprehensive housing strategy will in part be determined

by the extent to which we commit the necessary resources to solve all
aspects of our housing problem. The unique rural considerations of
that problem, and their impact on possible solutions will follow.

I
T

I
I
T

I
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2. Coilclus,ions

In spite of the limited access to program data, and the

severe time constraints imposed by the Task Force's deadlines,

HAC is able to derive a number of conclusions regard.ing rural repair/

rehabilitation needsr gaps and future prospects.

It is important once again to establish the framework into

which the conclusions fit and out of which the recommendations

which follow have emerged.

Rura1 Context

Rural America possesses a number of d.istinct and unique

characteristics which are not descriptive, either in degree or

in kind, of urban America. Primary among these is the historical

and persistent underserving of rural areas in terms of both private

and public resources. Institutions which are common place in urban

areas are either totally lacking or so widely dispersed as to be

inaccessable to the vast majority of rural citizens.

Distinctiveness of Rura1 Market

' Financial and credit resourcesr &s well as contractors and

builders from the private sector are notable for their absence.

Public intervention in providing funds and services for housirg,

economic development, transportation, health, jobs, etc. has been

at a leve1 so out of proportion to the need as to be virtually
unndticeable. And overriding these specific elenents of a rational

social and community life is the total absence of a comprehensive
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and coherent development policy for rural areas which takes

account past, present and future needs, and which plans for

implements programs and services to meet these needs.

While we recognize and define what is lackingr w€ can

same time suggest policy decisions, legislative actions and

istrative strategies which must be undertaken to remedy the

inequities.

into
and

at the

admin-

historic

Need for Rational Policy

Thus, it is assumed that a comprehensive and rational development

policy for rural America is a desirable and necessary goal. Intrin-

sic to such a policy is a housing strategy which contains, as one

major element, a significant repair,/rehabilitation effort.

' ReqqatrlRetrab ilitation Component

The repair,/rehabilitation effort which is undertaken, beyond that
presently exists in a limited fashion, must take into account the

peculiar characteristics which differentiate rural from urban

America. Among these are necessarily the recognition of the presently

limited capacity and will of the private sector to undertake rehab/repair

Programs of any scale, and the concomitant recognition that the

pr:bLic, governmental role must thus be proportionately increased.

Public institutions to deliver repair/rehabilitation services must

be strengthened where they exist, and. new ones created, on the

state and sub-state l-evels where they are absent. Such delivery
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mechanisms would Provide repair/rehabilitation as part of a comprehenslve
housing delivery system. This system would include, among other

elements, new construction, site development, water and sewer

treatment and all leve1s of sr.rbsidy including demand-type sub-

sidies such as housing allowances and section 23 leases.

Policy Caveats

HACrs recommendations address both the general and the

specific issues of the housing needs of the rural poor. While

housing cannot and should not be separated from the larger issue of

community development, the means by which the nationrs housing goals

are met cannot be dependent on programs whose major purpose is the

solution of some other problem. Poor housing is just one of the

many problems from which rural America suffers. While all of these

problems require solutionr rro one program should be expected to

ameliorate all of the afflictions in rural America.

fn the recent past we have seen housing programs attempting

to solve the unemployment and job training problems of their community.

The result has been that none of the programs fully achieve their

goa1s. Conversely, there are examples of innovative people in rural

areas tortuously piggybacking programs, matching a state program

with a federal program, and in general going through a bizarre set

of contortions in the effort to deliver d.ecent housing to the poor.

Housing Goals as Primary

HAC feels that the housing needs of the American people should

not be treated as a secondary result of employment or health programs.
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Housing solutions must be formulated with decent housing as the

primary goal. This is not to criticize those who have successfully

"hustled" the system. On the contrary, it implies that their suc

cesses are all the more startling!

This is also not to say that there is no relationship between

housing and employmbnt, health and education. Again to the contrary,

a housing program that envisions better housing as a first priority

will open up the possibilities of the benefits of increased employ-

ment opportunities, better health and better education.

Further, HACrs recommendations must be viewed in light of the

paucity of concrete definitions and data on rural home repair/rehab.
The state of the art is deplorable. No generally accepted definition

of substandard housirg, of rehabilitation, of repair, etc. exists.

And accordingly, litt1e data on these elements exist.

With this framework in mind, HAC submits the following recom-

mendations with respect to new institutions, changes and reforms.

The recommendations falI into two broad categories: 1) Gengral

Policies, and 2) Specific and program-related
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3. Recommendations

General Policies

1) A detailed study of the need and capacity for rural repaj-t/
rehabilitation should be undertaken. The study should
include, among other elements, a standardized definition
of repair/rehab and ai categorization of housing condi-
tions; it should specify the number of units in rural
America that faII into each category; it should define
what a "rehabable" unit is and provide estimates of the
number of such units. This type of data is sadly lacking
at present and the absence of such data hampers the develop-
ment of reasonable programs.

2) A rational public delivery system for all housing
services should be institirte&. Repair/rehabilitation would be
delivered as one housinqi service amoneJ a variety of others,
i. e. new Construction, housing al lowairces, leas-ed
housing, water and sewer, site development, etc.

In the interim, existing delivery mechanisms should be used
and strengthened, depending on what is already available
or what could be most easily established in a particular
area. Statewide and regional mechanisms such as the State
Housing Finance Agencyrs, State Housing Agency's, Depart-
ments of Community Affair's or regional housing authorities
top the list. Also in this.category are statewide or
regional HDCrs and nonprofits that have proven their cap-
ability to deliver housing services. The Extension Service
of the USDA should be examined as a potential outreach
resource for disseminating housing information and technical
services and education.

3) The subsidy mechanism for providing housing rehabilitaLiot/repair
to all segrments of the low-income community should be deep-
ened. A combination grant and loan mechanism, with a
sliding scale whereby a family pays according to its means
(i.e. 252 AFf) would serve the purpose, taking into consid-
eration, the need to reflect escalating costs due to in-
flation with a percentage system.

For rental units, incentives to the landlord to repair/rehabilitate
his unit must be coupled with a mechanism to contain the rent
at a 1evel afford,able to low-income people. The incentive
to the landlord could be guaranteed rent from the government
and the subsidy to the family could be in the form of lower
permissible rents. (i. e . 23 leasing,/ repair as a model. )
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4l Funding leyels for rural repair/rehabilitation programs should
be expanded, though not necessarily at the expense of new
construction programs. In other words, the overall funding
for rural housing programs should be expanded to meet the
level established by the National Housing goals of the 1958
Housing Act. The recommended needs study above should help
determine a rational aLlocation of funds for new construction
vs. rehabilitation/repair.

) Statewide commissions, with full consumer representation,
should be created and encouraged to develop a system of
rural property standards. The goal is to preserve the
existing housing stock, through the promulgation of flexible
and reasonable standards to provide decent, safe and sanitary
housing in owner-occupied and, rental units. Many states
have recently established industrialized building codes,
etc. An overall set of rural standards, which contain en-
forcement provisions and maximum consumer protection is long
overd.ue

6) A national concentrated program of rural rehabilitation/repatr
should be mounted, with streamlined processing procedures,' with sufficient funding to focus the resources which are
necessary in specific communities and areas which have in-
dicated a desire and capacity to undertake such a program.
The urban experience with Project Rehab has prod.uced a number
of lessons which can be applied to rural areas and from
which much can be learned. State multi-county or regional
delivery mechanisms, where they exist, can be utilized to
ad.minister such a rural Project Rehab.In the absence of such
broad based public agencies, a major repair/rehab effort of this
kind might serve as an incentive to their development.
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RECOIVIMENDATTONS

Specific Programs

armers Home Administration Section 502 (United States Department
o r

.Provide refinancing authority within 5O2 capabilities.
Finance 502 by borrowing from Treasury instead of selling
notes to the market.
Improve subsidy provisions for low-income borrower by:
a) Increasing amortization period to 50 years;
b) Providing combination loan and secured commitment.

stration S ial Section 502 (United States
Departmen o r cu ure

urec

1)
2l

3)

1)

' z',)

Close any gaps between 502 and 504 that might exist after
instructions on elimination of special 502 are issued.
Provide for rehabilit.ation of presently-owned homes
with title problems, without eliminating clear title
requirements for entire 502 program.

Fa Home Administration Section 504 (United States Department
o r cu ure

1) Increase the maximum loan to $51000.

2l Lengthen the amortization period by either a flat increase
to 20 yearsr or through a graded repayment leveI, as
follows:
a) $O to $499: up to I0 years
b) $500 to $1,999: up to 15 years
c) $21000 or more: up to 20 years
rmplement the grant feature, and use a flexible system of
combined loans and grants.

3)

Farmers nome Administration Section 515 (United States Department
of Agricultuie

1) Expand the use of 515 for purchase of existing units,
but require an adequate repair and rehab plan.
Provide operating subsidy to owner.
Al1ow interest subsidy and amortization up to 50 years for
units leased to housing authorities.
Provide legal authority for FmHA to include initial
operating expense within the definition of development
costs, which are included in the mortgage.

)
)

2
3

4)
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Housinq Improvement Program (Bureau of fndian affairs)

1) Conduct a study to evaluate administration and side
benefits of HIP. Should examj-.re monitoring mechanism,
affirmative action, level of Indian awareness and usage
of HIP, etc

2) Continue to provide a specifically fndian program.
3) Increase funding for Indian rehab effort in coordination

with increase in new construction funding. Administrative
mechanisms to utilize increased funding to be determined
from the study

Section 23 Leasing (Department of Hous ing and Urban Development)

i

l

L)

2',)

Conduct further investigation of Vermont State Housing
Authority experience to evaluate catalytic effect of
23 Leasing on private rehab.
Assuming a positive outcome (determined from the study) r
implement a concentrated effort nationally to encourage
rural rental rehab in conjunction with 23 Leasing,
through the use of specific rural set asides.

The maximum should, be extended to at least $1500 and, when
the situation warrants it, there should be authority to go
higher.

The limited use of the progrErm can be increased by making
welfare workers aware of its existence, to inform eligible
recipients.

Operation llainetqeqm (Qffice of Economic Opportunity)

Utilize labor subsidy programs such as operation mainstream
for rehabititation, only under one or a combination of the following
conditions:

I) Skilled, professional labor is inadequate or nonexistent;
2) The cost of private labor is so high that it excludes

low-income people from the market; or
3) The social benefits to the trainees are so compelling

that they outweigh other factors.

Section II19 of the Social Security Act (Department of Health, Education

1) The restrictions on emergency repairs should be loosened.

2',)

F-

3)
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Legislation could be amended to require state participation,
or other federal incentives could be developed to encourage
wider use of the program.
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t

FISCAL YEAR J-972 FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

Section 504 Section 502

tate
Initial-

uumEFamount
Subsequent Purchase & Re al_r

Number Amount
Repair OnIy

r ost Number Amount

]egion 
r

Connec-

l icut
Maine

00
54 108,300

2 7 .,000
00

I 3r500

20 r 000

00
9 11,640

0

00

2 Ir700

0

300

20 16,380

7 6,830

161

1,154

L27

336

38

380

269

L 1246

24

0

42

133

48,020

Lt209

91,650

27 6 ,gl-o

41,350

250 r 510

205 r 150

597 ,7 80

56 r 600

0

10,200

85 r250

I 8r000

386 ,560

15, 7 00

11,930

4 ,190

48,630

25 r 400

52 ,050

k;
'X;r

sa-
setts

Hamp-
re

2

3

80

L7

Hl*. 2

l

'

I

i

:

I

ermont L2

AON II

ew Jer-
ey

ew York

Puerto

hi;
st

9

f 
laware 0

Maryland 16

[tr,=yr-vania 44

8 3,250

7 LL,20O

L02 95r 900

3 10r500

0

27 ,250

7r,880

104 218,970

0

0

0

0

4,L70
ll""vrrgr-n

000

fl:::",.,

6

0

0

I

722 391,780

793 490,310

L2

40 226,L00

0 0

7 4,390
arlr

L5,440

L2

86 405,940

5

f
r.nLg a 77 99,620 L4 12,810 779 402,LL} 29 116 ,530



Iqion rv

ilHl
forsia
Kentucky

f ssissippi

I*t 
caro- ,

South Caro-

1""
Tennessee

trrio' u

ill::::"
f chisan

It{innesota

ft"
sconsLn

on VI

lran"as
Louisiana

f* u"*i"o

[::"-"

I
I
T

I

319 r 680

6r, 160

I59 r 530

706,510

224,250

69,390

144,660

15r340

0

3L ,77 O

28 r 850

20.r 18o

20,6L0

25L ,7 50

86 ,500

293,360

56 ,87 0

LrO22r 15o

166 35,790

114 9,040

289 64,490

591 175,180

290 93,670

166,850

59,020

117,070

L42 t330

3L7 ,77 O

156 ,360

L96 ,7 60

36,370

39,340

44 ,27 0

77 ,Lso

55,430

139, r50

269,050

97 ,930

7 5 t82o

188 ,010

661,880

L77

36

105

541

133

30

94

34

5

L7

110

23

2L

I

29

4L

10

40

7

95

36 ,7 50

4t520

L4,430

84,980

20 ,430

38

L2

20

42

59

64

31

24

37

178

L22 237,970 16,300 460 LLO,220 60 220 t530

11rggo

29 ,7 60

503 213,830

858 245,610

28

44

l'r273.,504 r 160 l7

L,668 4L4,080 13

L,796 67 2,600 9

534 248,0L0 13

1r540 527,350 18

1r053 586r280 25

710

202

213

957

597

l8l. r720

34 ,7 50

46,020

426,680

L85 ,77 0

14

0

27

15

15

15

Is1

100

166

38

737

0

1

5

2

6

9

0

I00

4r450

1r 570

2,780

6,940

30,240

7 ,4L0

39 t96O

"-3r9r0

80,740



:1"

H
!ili

!ilion VII
I_-
owa 47

10

L20

6

0

5

2

3

3,2L9

2 ,240

5r400

24 t32O

0

8 1200

0

4,460

280

1r870

0

2 r500

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

$500,270

Lr263

s73

444

322

2L3

LL7

296

311

228

293

238

145

15

L2

77 5 ,230

264,540

87 ,130

2L4,360

AS

ouri

aska

ON VIII

66,150

14 t 430

17 4,530

8, 150

59 ,680

3,250

20,970

6,820

L6,270

1r 500

11 r 500

8t750

4,500

0

0

7 ,510

3,200

51430

$4,840 ,540

6

3

36

0

s84

22 111,030

10 31,690

33 ]-28,65A

11 64,580

I
lolorado

rlt"r,.

il:
f

;"1,

28

5

Dakota - L4

Dakota 7

L2

I

128,330

55 ,33 0

L75,780

243,640

90,100

L33,290

9 27 tLsO

6 24,490

20 L24,5lO

L7 94,010

10 66,150

6 14,550

8

0

3

I
2

0lyoming

,trro' rx
ona

fornia

4

7

2

0

2

0

0

0

50 ,7 20

7r150

5, 540

14,160

5 33 r900

4 22,300

00
r 740

*tt
levada

,Jtor, *

'Tn"
oano

*""
'ashington
,.1. Total

0

0

0

0

27 32 t270 2 8,790

338 170,850 6 33 ,020

155 35,220 4 20,850

29L LLA,440 6 L9,610

25,349 LL,52g ,960 1201
$5,277 ,96r

$1,s03.74 ,$8s6.63

Average Loan Including Purchase - $L2,634I
I
I

age: 454.85 $4,39 4.64
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REGIONAI TOTALS REPAIR AND REHABILITATION
(FY L972)

No. Initial
Loans

59

L20

24L

L,239

86

l,Lg2

183

67

13

10

504 Program

Dollars
No. Subs.

Loans

11

42

247

24

193

45

t4

502 Program

Purchase with Repair
No. Repair Cost No.

2,L95 $ 709,730
323

10s

1r539

Repair OnIy
DoIIars

Region I
Averages

Region II
Averages

Region III
Averages

Region IV
Averages

Region V
Averages

Region VI
Averages

Region VII
Averages

Region VIII
Averages

Region fX
Averages

Region X
Averages

$ 138,800
2,0L2

120,950
1r007

4L7 ,720
rr733

L-,923 r 150
1, 553

LL6,760
1, 358

L,7Lo, 5 30
1r435

60
39

108,490
1r619

24,750
L t904

16,140
L,6L4

6

Doflars

$ 13,340
Lt2L3

4,L70
695

36 t320
865

2Lg t060
887

15 r 840
650

161,660
838

31,960
7r0

14 r 810
1,058

2,500
L,250

2t469

3,27L

7 ,864

2,679

2 t602

1r 459

410

8IL

859,530
538

L,379,650
559

947 ,830
290

2 t952,490
375

87 4 ,940
328

L t34L t260
51s

826 t470
567

77,570
r89

352,780
435

61

L32

303

95

334

76

68

10

$ 475,000
4,523

303,550
4,976

512 ,300
4,639

L ,37 6, 690
4,544

391,710
4 tL23

L 1292 ,690
3,870

335,950
4 ,420

350,860
5r160

56,940
5,694

82,270
4 r570

263,2
Lr4

2

0 0
0

IIIIIIIIIIIII.I-IIII

18
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SURVEY OF REPAIR AND REHABILITATTON
LOAN ACTIVITY IN PAINTSVIILE, KY.

AND TAOS, N.M. FMHA OFFTCES.

IIAC recently visited two Farmers Hone Administration county

offices to more closely examine the scope of rehabilitation loan

dctivity in those areas. The studies were limited to 502,502 Special,

and 5,04 programs and were conducted around Taos, New Mexico, and
I

Paintsville, Kentucky. The results by no means are representative

of all local FmllA offices, but they do offer some relevant infor-
mation about similarities and contrasts in the separate, tocal

administration of Farmers Home programs. '

Both offices serve a large number of low-income people.
'Paintsville and Taos were chosen for study because they

originally showed a greater amount of rural repair and rehabilitation

activity, particularly with 504, than other FmIIA offices. FmHA repair

and rehabilitation programs are normally "passive. " To be active and

effective, they need "institutionalized" pushing, usually in the form

of an aggressive local nonprofit agency or Community Action Program.

Both county supervisors in the Paintsville and Taos offices were

cooperative and maintained good relationships with local lending

institutions and local social programs. fn Paintsville, for exailpl€r"*

the locaI CAP pushed. the FmIIA 504 prograrn with its manpower component,

which provided more than 50 percent of the labor free to recipients.

PAINTSVILl,E , KENTUCKY

Paintsville is located in Eastern Kentuckyr &rr area of hiIIy,

rugged terraj-n. The area served by this FmHA office is predominantly



low-income and offers a scarcity of suitable building sites.

A "windshield survey" by IIAC of the area showed what appeared

to be a visible need for housing services. Although no overall

detailed data is included in this report, many units observed were

undersized, lacked inside plumbing, and were deteriorating structurally.

The FmHA office has maintained excellent relationships with

Iending institutions, community action programs and the welfare

department. Cross-referral and cooperation are routine here.

502 Activity
fhe Paintsville office made a total of.68 Section 502 loans

from JuIy l, lg72 to December 3I, L972. Forty-three loans were

made over the next six-month period to June L4, L973. Records show

that 66 2/3 percent of all 502 loans made during FY L972 included

interest credit.

The 36.7 percent decrease in loans in the second half of FY

1972 was due largely to the housing moratorium, which included interest

credit on 502. The county supervisor reports that new applications 
' 

'|

are at the lowest leve1 in recent years.

Fifteen separate 502 loans were examined in more detail. Five

were classified as "purchase and repair" i of the other 10, five could..

be classified as repair and five as rehabllitation. An analysis of the

502 Loans follows on the next page.

Special 502 Activity

Only three Special 502 loans were made through the Paintsville

of fice in tJ:e past several years, and aII were used. to complete par-

tiaIIy constructed units. Gross income averaged $4r190; the average



PAINTSVILLE, KY.

ANALYSIS

502 REPAIR ONLY 10 samples

# APPARENTLY REPAIR
# APPARENTLY REHAB

# INSTAILING WATER SYSTEMS (WUT,T,S ETC. )
KITCHEN TMPROVEMENTS
NEW SIDING
NEW HEATING SYSTEM
ADDITTONAI R,OOM

ENCLOSING A PATIO OR PORCH TO MAKE A NEW ROOM
INSIDE PARTTONING, PANELING, CARPETING, ETC.

DOORS, WTNDOI{S, ETC.
ROOF REPAIR
STRUCTURAL
WIRfNG & ELEC
BATHROOM OR BATHROOM IMPROVEMENTS
MISCELLANEOUS (SIDEWALKS ETC. )
ADDING A PORCH
DECORATIVE OR LA}IDSCAPING

A\ZERAGES

5
5

I
2
,4

I
1
I
4
4
2
2
2
5
1

I

LOAN SIZE
AGE OF HEAD OF HOUSEtrIOLD
NO. IN FATvIILY
GROSS INCOME
A.F.I.
LEGAL FEES
INTEREST CREDIT
SECURITY

9- Junior Liens, 1- lst lien
LOCATION

FARM
OPEN COUNTRY
PLACE /w POP TO 2,499
PLACE /w PoP 2500-5500
PLACE /w POP 5501-10,000

NO COSIGNED NOTES

$2 ,785.00
42

5
6,742
5 1750

$39.00
7 /L0

0
5
1
2
1

.&1



PAINTSVILLE, KY.

AI{ALYSIS 502 PURCH. & REPAIR (S SAMPLES)

NO. APPARENTLY RE
NO. APPARENTLY RE

WATER SYSTEM
LANDSCAPING
APPLIANCES
CONCRETE REPAIRS
INTERIOR REPAIRS, PANELLTNG,

CARPETTNG, ETC.
SEWAGE LINES
PAINTING
MISC.

PURCHASE PRICE
LOAN
AI'IOUNT OI' FEPAIR
AGE
NO. FAMTLY
GROSS TNCOME
A. r. r.
FEES

INTEREST CREDIT

RPAI
IIAB

4
I

USE

2
2
2
I
L
2
2
2

AVERAGES

14 r 500
14 ,4 00

I
92
86

9
1
I

4
4

4
5.4
3.4
0

7L
3

3

2

4/s

ALL lst LTENS

OPEN COT'NTRY

PLACE /W POP. 2500-5500

SECURITY

LOCATION

a&r



PAINTSVILLE, KENTUCKY

Analysis of 502 Loans made involving Repair

:Purchase and
:Repair Loans Repair Only

Number involved

Avgra8es'
I

Amount of Loan

Purchase Price

Arnount of Repair

Age - Head of household

Number in Family

Gross Income

Adjusted fanily income

Location:

Open Country

PLace with population to 2499

Place rr rr to 2500 - 5500

Place rilI to 5501-10r000

4

$1g,7oo

L3 r625

59 3*

28 .25

4

5, 208

4r27S

1400

N. A.

140 0

55.8

4.6

719 8

60 60

5

3

0

1

0

1

1

2

1

.41

tOne applicant has a sizeable down payment.



loan ttas $2 tL67 .
next page.

An analy.sr.s of, Special 502 .activity is on the

504 Activity
The Paintsville office made a total of 87 Section 504 loans

in FY L972. HAC received clearance to puIl case files on 31 loans

for a more in-depth look.
I
I

/ ffre 504 activity has reached many lower-income families in the

area because the Community Action Program has a manpower component

which provides free labor to over 50 percent of 504 recipients. The

referrals are two-way, because the county supervisor refers families

to the CAP.

. The FmHA supervisor al-so works closely with the welfare depart-

ment, which has increased alLowances to enable families to carry

home improvement loans. Further, the relationship with the savings

and loans and banks is good. These private institutions lend

liberally to moderate income families, enabling the FmHA to concentrate

on somewhat lower levels. Activity has recently slackened, and FmHA

attributes it, at least partially, to grapevine publicity about the

moratorium on interest subsidies, although the 504 program was not

affected

&
The 3L loans studied reveaLed these figures:
Average loan: $1r555

Average age of household head:' 51.97 years

Average family sizez 4.2

Average gross income: $2,724

(High, $4 ,800; Low, $1 r 040)



PAINTSVILLE, Ky.

ANALYSIS SPECIAL S02 (S samples)

USE

COMPLETE A PARTTAILY CONSTRUCTED DWELLING 3

AVERAGES LOW

LOAN 1000

AGE

FAMILY SIZE

GROSS INCOME

AFT

NO FEES

SECURITY

PROMISSORY NOTE ONLY

NO. RSAIR

NO. REHAB
(AI1 CompLetions)

2L67

44.7

4

419 0

3490

I

I

I

LOCATION

1

HIGH

350 0

FIRST MTGE.

JR. MTGE.

F'ARM

OPEN COUNTRY

r&tr

2



/.(-

Average adjusted family income:

(High, $3,560; Low, $600)

Only one nore co-signed

CAP manpower involvement:

$L,872

22 of 31

A summary follows.

{E



PAINTSVILLE, KY - ANALYSIS 504 LOANS

(SAMPLE 31)

APPARENTLY REPAIR
APPARENTLY REHAB

LOAN
AGE
FAMILY
GROSS INCOME
A.F. r.

Low
wio)

600)

SECURITY

19
t2

1r555
5L.97
4.2

2,724
L t872

19
t2

0

I

i

USE

WELLS OR CONNECTION TO WATER SYSTEMS 7
SEPTTC SYSTEMS 6
BATH. 15
KITCHEN 4
OTHER PLUMBING 4
HEATING 1
ADDING A ROOM TO HOUSE 8
INSIDE REMODELING TNCL.I WINDOWS, SHEETROCK

DOORS, PANELTNG, CETLTNGS, ETC. 20
FOUNDATION AND STRUCTURAL REPAIR 7
ROOF 8
ADDING OR REPAIR PORCH 7
DECORATION & PAINTING 4
LANDSCAPING
ELEC. 5

AVERAGES

Hicrh
4800( gseo

NOTE ONLY
lst MTGE
JR MTGE

FARIU
OPEN COUNTRY
PL TO 2499
PL 2500-5500
PL 5501-10,00 0

# NOTES COSTGNED
# LOANS fN CAP MANPOWER

IWOLVE}IENT

LOCATTON

2
27

2
0
0

aLi

22



TAOS, NEW MEXTCO

The Taos FmHA office serves an area in northern New Mexico

with approximately 60 percent of its families under oEo minimum

income guidelines. About S0percent of the people are minorities,

most of them fndian or with Spanish surname. The office has used

more 504 loans than other FnHA offices because the state has a large

number of families with old Spanish Land Grants, making title clearance

difficult or impossible. Section 504 is more permissible in title

matters than the 502 program.

502 Activity
The Taos office processed 83 Section 502 loans between Fiscal

1969 and, L972. OnIy nine were processed in Fiscal L972, due in part

to title problems, and to the housing moratorium on interest credit.

All the loans, however, were used for new construction.

ecial 502 Activit

The Taos office has made 18 Special 502 loans over the past

several years. The average gross family incomes ranged from

$4r000 to $5r000. Although some loans were used for rehabilitation,

most were to complete unfinished homes, such as the addition of

water and sewage systems.

rin
504 Activity

The Taos office made about 135 Secti.on 504 loans over the last

four fiscal years. Fifty-eight were made during FY L972. The pro-

gram, with its permissive title requirements, has proven more suitable

than the 502 programs. Most of the units rehabilitated under the

504 program. were without running water or baths. Some needed floors

and new roofs. Un1ike Paintsville, 504 has not been coordinated with



A CAP.

The county supervisor reports that the program is being developed

through word-of-mouth, news articles, good FmHA contact with the com-

munity, and with the help of the Department of Public Welfare.

Most of the work is contract, with local contractors working at

about 50 percent capacity.

On the next page is a tabulation of 504 activity in Taos.

r&r



Apparently Repair
Apparently Rehab

We1ls and Pumps
Septic Systems
Bathrooms
Other Plumbing
Kitchens
Heating Systems
Electrical
Structural
Other

IrOan
Age
Family

Gross Income
A.F.I.

Note OnIy
lst Mtge.
Jr l4tge.

Open County
Pop. to 2,499
Pop. 21500 to 5r000

TAOS, NM - ANALYSTS 504/LOANS

(sample: 108)

61
47

25
51
57
25
1t
14
10
40
I

USE

AVERAGES

(ureu - LohT)

($6,400 $970)($6,030 $230)

$I r935.83
57 .4L

3.05

70.93
41. 85

15
95

8

$2 ,4
$1r9

SECURITY

LOCATION

.ttr

98
3
7



HAC BRIEF STUDIES IN TWO FmIIA COUNTY OFFICES (504 Program -
Rehabilitation on )

ITEM

A. Section 504 Loans

1 Percent of sample-
rehab

2. Averages
a) loan size
b) a9€, head of

household
c) number in family
d) gross income
e) adjusted family

income

3. Type of Rehabili-
tation

4. Sample

Paintsville, Ky

398

$1958.33

52
4

$2368.33

$1s70.

Septic systems
Bathrooms added
New roofs
Flooring
Add and repai.r

porches
Interior rehab
Siding
Well and pump
Heating system
Foundation and.

structural

3I

(tZ rehab only)

Taos, N.M.

43.58

$2s32.13

54.5
3.26

$2380.62

$1787.10

Septic systems
Structural systems
Well and pump
Bathrooms
Kitchens

Roofs
Flooring
Heating systems
Electrical

108

(47 rehab only)
&



Brief comparison study of Section 504 Repair Loans

I

I

I
I

I

Number of Units repaired

Percent of total sample

Averages:

Loan size
l

Age - Head of household
i

Nunber in family

Gross Income

Adjusted family income
(hieh)
(1ow)

, Numb.er:

Secured by note only

Secured by 1st R.E. nortgage

Sbcured by Jr. Mortgage

Loans involving C.A.P.

Manpower programs (percentage)

Location:

Farm

Open Country

Places to population of 2499

Places il tr 2500 to 5500

Paintsville, Ky.

19

6Le6

$rsoo

5L.9

4.3

$zgoz

$ eoos
( 3s6o)
(600)

t4

5

0

L2

63.22

2

16

1

0

\

Taos N. M.

61

56. s?

$tstz
57 .7

2,7

$24s3

$zors
(6030)
(230)

13

43

5

0

0

0

53

)

6

r. l

ihr
.tr

NOTE: Type of Repairs reP
1ma
air usa'ges reflect normal continuin
ntenance in addition to repaiting o

I

defective sub -systerns

ob
f

rF-
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POSSIBLE OR PROPOSED LANGUAGE COVERTNG RECOMMENDED
TECHNICAI AMENDMENTS TO THE HOUSING ACT OF 1949

CHAPTBR V--RURAL HOUSING

REFINANCING OF INDEBTEDNESS TOR CERTATN ELIGIBLE APPLTCANTS

I

lsection 501 (a) ( ) of the Housing Act of L949 is amended.--
I

' (f) by adding after the conrma at the end of clause (B)

the following: "or, if combined with a loan for im-

provement, rehabilitationr or repairs and not refinanced,

is likely to cause a hardship for the applicant, and";

(21 by striking out ", and" at the end of clause (C)

'and inserting in lieu thereof a period; and (3) by

striking out clause (D).

.dB
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i*.

I,Iaxi-rsun Adjusted Income for

tow-Income Fanilies

I4TJCIMUM
.AN.]IISTID INCOIvIE

Adrninistration Letter 108 (l+]ll+)

STATE
},TA,\IMI'M

ap.ruffi-Tu'cor.{uSTATE

.Llaba,ma.. o... . .. ..... i.. .. ....$
Ari2ona......................
Arkansas.
Cal-ifornia.

aa

7
7
7
6
7
6
6
7
6
6
7
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
6
7
6
7
7

6,too
7,000
5,ooo
7,0oo
6,5oo
7,000
7,000
6,600
5,300
6,$oo
7,0oo
7,000
6,9oo
6,l+00
6rzoo
6r2oo
5r8oo
7,000
71000
7,000
7,000
6rooo
6,\oo
6,9oo
6,300
Iroo:

Nevada. ..... o... . ....$
New Earryshire.
Ner+ Jersey... ..... ...
Nevr Mexico...... . . ...
Neu York
North Carolina
North Dakota.
Ohio...........
Ok1ahona........... ..
Oregon...............
Pennsylvania.
Puerto Rico..........
Rhode Islantl.
South Ca^rolina.. .. . . .
South Dakota.........
Tgr:nesse€............
|fe;cas.............. ..
Utah.................
Ye:mont..............
Yirginia.
Virgin Islancls.. .. ...
Washingtorl...
West Yirginia........
Wisconsi[. . . . . . .,. . . . .
llyordng.
A1aska.......... o.... 10,

000
000
000
300
000
h00
300
000
000
900
000
000
000
h00
l+00
100
000
700
000
000
500
000
?00
000
000
000

Coloraclo.... ..
Connecticut...
Delauar'e.. o...
F1orid.a..... ..
Georgia.......
Iclaho..'.......
Il1inois.. .. ..
Inclia.rra.......
Iowa.. ........
Kansas...... ..
Kentuc\r. .... .
Ioui.siana.....
Maine....o....
Itle^r^1r1and.. .. . .
Massachusetts.
Michigan.. .. ..
Minnesota.. ...
Mississippi.. .
Misdouri.. .. . .
Montana.......
Nebraska. . ... .
Eanlaii........

t

.&r

1

Ii
(6-27-72) SPECTAL PN 6-?7-72



},IAXIMUM ADJUSTED INCOME FOR

MODERATE- INCO},IE FAMILIES

MAXIMTIM
ADJUSTED INCOI'{E STATE

AdminisLration LeEter 108(444)

Li- . ,,

MAXIMI'M
ADJUSTED INCOMESTATE

Alabama.....
Atizola.....
Arkansas. . . .
California..
Colorado....
Gonnecticut.
Delav7are. . . .
Florida.....
Georgia.....
Idaho.......

ao

ao

..)

aa

8r400
9r100
8r200

10,400
10 ,000
11 ,900
9,900
9 ,500
8 ,900

10,200
l0,700
10 r 100
10,100
9r900
9r300
8r500

10 ,500
11,000
11,200
11 r 500
10,600
8r300
9r100

10,400
10 r 600
L2,400

Nevada...............$11r900
New Hampshire..... o.. 101500
New Jerse/. o o o....... 101600
New Mexico.ooo....... 91000
Ngw York.o........... 111400
North Carolina. . ... o. 9 r300
North Dakota......... 10r200
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 , 700
Oklahoma.....o....... 8r800
Oregon............... 91800
Pennsylvania. ........ 10r700
Puerto Rico.......... 8r200
Rhode Island......... 10r300
South Carolina.... o.. 9r300
South Dakota......... 101300
Tennessee............ 8r600
Texas..............o. 9t100
Utah...............o. 9t700
Vgrmont........ o..... 10,200
Virginia............. 10r200
Virgin Islands....... 101000
lJashingtoo. . . .. o . . . . o 10,100
West Virginia........ 10r000
I.Jisconsin............ 11r200
Wyoming... . . .... o .. .. 11,000
Alaska............... 14r300

11linois.....

e
Indiana.......
Iowa...o......
Kansaso.......
Kentucky......
Loui-siana.....
Maine.o..o....
Maryland.....,
Massachuse Ets .
Michigan..... o

Minnesota.....
Mississippi...
Missouri......
Montana.......

-Nebrasko......Hawaii....... .

aa

aa

a

a

a

(5-18-73) SPECTAL PN 5-18-73
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SUGGESTED SAMPLE LEGISLATION

SUBSIDY AND ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS FOR LOW ^NID MODERATE INCOIVIE TENANTS

(a) Section 521 (a) of the Housing Act of L949 is amended

to read as follows:

/ " (a) (.1) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 502,
l
j

504,5L7, and 515, loans to persons of 1ow or moderate income under

sections 5021504, or 5L7 and loans under section 515 to provide ren-

tal or cooperative housing and related facilities for persons and fam-

ilies of low or moderate income or elderly persons and elderly fam-

il-ies, shaIl bear interest at a rate prescribed by the Secretary at

not less than a rate determined annually by the Secretary of the

Treasury taking into consideration the current average market yield

on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States with re-

maining periods to maturity comparable to the average maturities

of such loans, adjusted to the nearest one-eighth of 1 per centum,

Iess not to exceed the difference between the adjusted rate determined,

by the Secretary of the Treasury and 1 per centum per annum: Provided,

that such a loan may be made only when the Secretary determines

that the needs of the applicant for necessary housing cannot be met

with financial assistance from other sources including assistance 
.dd

under section 235 or 236 of the National Housing Act: Provided

further, that interest on loans under sections 5021504, or 5L7 to

victims of natural disasters shall not exeeed the rate which would

be applicabLe to sueh loans under section 502 or 504 without regard

to this section.



(2) the Secretary may make and insure loans under this section

and sections 5L4, 515 and 517 to provide rental or cooperative

housing and related facilities for persons and families of Iow-

incomerand may make, and contract to make, assistance payments to

the owner of such housing rentals in order to make available to
/
I

low-lncome occupants at rates conrmensurate to income and not

exceeding 25 per centum of income. The Secretary shal1 limit such

assistance payments to multi-family housing projects. Such supple-

mental assistance payments shall be made on a unit basis and shalI

not be made for more than 608 of the units in any one project, except

under Section 514 where such assistance may be up to 1008 of units.
(a) The owner shal1 be required to provide at least

annually a budget of operating expenses and record of

tenant(s) income which shall be used to determine the

amount of assistance for each project.

(b) The project owner shall accumulate, safeguard

and periodically pay the Secretary any rental charges

collected in excess of basic rental charges. These

funds may be credited to the appropriation and used by

the Secretary for making such assistance payments through

the end of the next fiscal year.

(b) Section 521 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out

"502 or" and inserting in lieu thereof "502, 504, or".

" (c) There shall be reimbursed to the Rural Housing Insurance

Fund by annual appropriations (1) the amounts by which payments

r&r



made from the fund during each fiscal year to the holder of insured

loans described in subsection (a) exceed payments due f.rom the

borrowers, and (21 the amounts of assistance payments made under

paragraph (2) of eubsection (a), during such year. The Secretary

from time to time may issue notes to the Secretary of the Treasury

section 5L7 (h) to obtain amounts equal to such unreimbursed

payments, pending the annual reimbursement by appropriation.'!

.5

a
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POSSTBLE AMENDMENT TO PROVIDE LEGAL AUTHORTTY
FOR FmHA TO INCLUDE INITIAI OPERATING

EXPENSES WITHIN DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS

DIRXCT AND TNSURED LOANS TO PROVIDE HOUSING AND RELATED FACILITIES
FOR ELDERLY PERSONS AND FA}TTLIES IN RURAL AREAS

Sec. 515 of the Housing Act of L949 is amended as follows:

.(b) (1) No loan shall exceed $lrO0OrOOO or the development

cost of the security, whichever is least.
(b) (5) No loan shall be insured under this subsection

after October L, L975.

(b) (6) No provision of this subsection sha1l restrict

the Secretary from making loans to acquire members equity

. interest in cooperative property under (a) of this section.

(d) (4) tfre term "development cost" means the costs of

constructing, purchasing, improving, altering, or repairing

new or existing housing and related facilities and purchasing

and improving the necessary 1and, including necessary and

appropriate fees, and charges including initial operatins

expenses of up to 2Z of the aforementioned. costs, approved by

the Secretary. Such fees and charges may include payments

of qualified consulting organizations or found.ations which op-

erate on a nonprofit basis and which render services or assis- *
tance to nonprofit corporations or consumer cooperatives who

provide housing and related facilities.
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SECTION 5L7 CHANGES NECESSARY TO PROVIDE FOR
IMPLEIVIENTATION OF OTHER PROPOSED CHANGES

INSUPED RURAL HOUSTNG LOANS

Section 5L7 of the Housing Act of L949 is amended as follows:
(a) (1) (b) bear interest at a rate not to exceed

5 per centum per annumi but no loan under this paragraph

sha1l be insured or made after October L, 7973, except

pursuant to a commitment entered into before that date;

and (b) The Secretary may insure loans in accordance with

the requirements of sections 514 (exclusive of subsections

(a) (3), (a) (5) , and (b) ) , 515, (exclusive of subsections

(a) and (b) (4) ) , 524, and 526, and may make loans meeting

such requirements to be sold and insured. Upon the expira-

tion of ninety days after the original capitalization of the

Rural Housing Insurance Fund, created by subsection (e) of

this section, no new loans shal1 be made or insured under

section 514 or 515 (b) , except in conformity with this section.
(j) The Secretary may also utilize the Fund--

(1) to pay amounts to which the holder of the note

is entitled in accordance with an insurance or sale agree-

ment under this section accruing between the date of any *!
[prepayment] payment by the borrower to the Secretary and

the date of transmittal of any such [prepal.ments] payments

to the holder of the note; and in the discretion of the

Secretary, [prepayments] payments other than final payments

need not be remitted to the holder until due or until the

next agreed annual or semiannual remittance date;



(3) change the period at the end to a semi-colon

and add rrandr!

(4) to make assistance payments authorized by sec-,

tion 521 (a) (2).

r&
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MID-WEST NEW MEXICO COMMUNITY ACTION
HOUSING/MANPOWER SUBSIDY PROGRAM

The Area

The Mid-West New Mexico Community Action program is a rural

CAP Agency serving a four county area which includes Va1encia,

McKinley, Catron and Socorro Counties. The total population of
the area is 951780. The area covers both rural and urban com-

munities ranging from Belen with a population of 20r000 to smaller

rural areas. The area is inhabited primarily by Indians and

Spanish surname people

The major problems of the area are:

1) a high unemployment rate of 7.6* compared to
the State rate of 7.21i

2) poor housing conditions where 318 of the houses
are deteriorated with bad roofs, floors and waIls;
a high incidence of sickness and disease, because
of the poor and unsanitary housing conditions.

3)

The Project

In L972 the Mid-West CAP applied to OEO for a Housing/Uan-

power Subsidy Grant for the purpose of providing job training
in construction skilIs and to improve the housing conditions of
Iow-income residents.

The attached questionnaire proVides some information on the

progress of this project over a two year period.

e&r
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Major Advantages

Some of the major advantages have included:

1) AIl of the Homes rehabilitated were financed under the
FmHA 504 Program with a maximum 18 interest credit.

2) A11of the applications submitted to FnTIIA were approved.
The reason for the blanket approval was the existence
of a citizens committee headed by the community liaison
staff. The committee selected the applicants who were
eventually referred to FmHA.

3) Interviews with trainees and the foreman indicate that
this program has generated thousands of dollars in
donations of material. The donors range from supply
houses to relatives of the applicants.

Major Problems

Some of the major problems that arose were: -

1) Conflicting guidelines often impeded the progress of the
project, because two federal agencies (oOr, and OEO)
were involved

2l Within the DOL structure, there was confusion between
the regional and national offices. In the beginning
the national office attempted to run the program without
the regional office's cooperation. Eventually the regional
office acquired primary responsibility.

3) The turnover of construction supervisors was very high,
due to the inadequate salary sca1e. This turnover,
obviously, slowed progress and had adverse effects on
the morale of the trainees.

4l Whenapplications were closed in Aprilrthe trainees realized
that they would be losing their jobs, since no provisions
for continued employment were made. They reacted by moving
very slowly on the last jobs, in order to extend their
employment.



HOUSTNG ASSISTANCE COUNCTL, rNC.

RURAL REHABILITATION/REPAIR EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Date June 5. IgTs

Name. Nick Carrasco Position: Community Liaison/
Program Coordinator

Organization: Gra ew Mexico

Address, Field Office; p. O. Box 5jg; Main Street
Los Lunas Valencia New Mexico 87 031

(citY)

Telephone Number:

( county 1 (state)

865-9697

(zip1

505

.T

I
t
T

I
I
t
I
t
I
I
I
T

I
T

I
t
t
I

(Area Code) (Number )

GENERAL

L Type of Organization?

Government Agency
Nonprofit
CAP

2. Geographic area served? County(ies)

. McKinIey (See Attachment No. 1)

Socorro, Valencia, Catron

I
I

t
t

tI
tI
PI

Bank
Other

3. What percent of the families in the area are within OEO
guidelines] minority? (maximum of $4,2OOlfamily of,. 4? $4t925/family of 5; $5,550/family of 6i etc.) i

(See Attachment No. 1)

RECIPIENTS (please answer all applicable questions for FY 72 ind
FY 68 72'

4. How many homes have been rehabilitated/repaired in your program?

Thirty. (30) Completed - Two in progress. 6/72 to 6/73

5. What was the condition of the homes? (Describe, 9eneraIly)
The homes were in a complete unsafe condition: in almost all c, qAs

a complete roof on the dwelling; plumbine facilities in most cases

had to be installed and additional rooms because of the over crorvded.

situation.



kl
K]
tI
tI
t1

I
t
I
t
I
I
I
I
I

6. How many of the families served fall into each of the following
yearly gross income ranges?

Under 2000?
2000 4000?
4000 6000?
6000 8000?
8000 and above?

?4 75%
g 25eo

7 t percent of the families served are minority?

99% approximately 15% Indian; the balance spanish surname: one

anglo received a rehabilitation 1oan.
ADMINISTRATTON

8. What has been the familiesr
rehab i 1 ita Lion / r epa i r?

source of funds to pay for the

FmHA 502? 11 only 1 Conventional Bank Loan? I]
tI
t1
tI

FmHA 504?
HEW 1119?
Tit1e I ?

F]
iI
tI

strictly 115 Grants?
3L2 Loans ?' Other (List)

Where families did not qualify - applications were sent to FnHA for
possr.ble 5tJ'Z Ioans.

9. What percent of the families have received grants? Ioans?

AI1 apBlications submitted to FmHA received loanq (1on%L

t for other statistics
10. Have the loans involved interest reduction?

the families have received interest credit?
families have received the L% interest credit.

What percent of
All 32'approved

11. What securi_ty arrangements havg been taken for the loans?
problems? Pfoperty inortgage - best lein obtainable

FnHA was very cooperative in this aspect, in that clear titles
in New Mexico is a problem. EspeciaLLy in rural areas.



L2. What type of work has been done? (Cive approximate numbers)

Porch
Paint

Interior
Exterior

Roof

L3. Who has done the work?

Local Contractors
Manpower Trainees

ftl
kl
ftl
kl
tI

0

T
0T

t1
t
ti
tI
td

Electrical
P lumbing
Heating
New Rooms
Other

Combination of above
Other (list)

6
15
3
72

Dd

Dd

t1
t1

All labor by manpower trainees: lumbins 6 e'lectTical srrh.-nn: rqara d

14. Who has been the sponsoring group other'than contractor?
Comnunity.Action Program -- RED Grant

15. How have the families known of the program? newspaper coverase.
cotl}rnunity meeti)ngs

16. Who has supervised the work?

superv].sor

Job foreman and construction

L'l . Who has monitored the quality of the work? Dwellinss are FHA

inspected; the project director is a licensed contractor and he

monitors all work perforned - FHA inspector.

18. What safeguards have been used to insure good quality work?
Job foreman never leaves the job, once foreman is assigned to each

crew of trainees.. Job foremen dre directly responsible to project
director.

19. What has been the average time,/unit necessary for completion?
Approximately four weeks per unit.

etr



20. Has there been cooperation between different agencies?
Describe (including problems encountered, combinations of
loans and grants, etc.)

The help and assistance the agencies have qiven as heen e

tremendous help to the program. Welfare office - FHA - Count.v

Clerkrs office, County 'Asgessor Buildine Inspector's. etc.

cosTs

2L. What have been average total costsr/unit? Actual loan costs have

averaged about $2, t0O $2,500 subsidized labor.

22. What has the cost breakd.own been?

Materials?
Labor ?
Supervision?
Other?

rn
ba
pq

bd

Sttnfi
7 nO qrrhr-nn +Ta a + Ar

1r300 foreman-r-pioiect director

23. How have overhead costs been covered? How has this effected
the cost to the family? A11 overhead costs are cnlrereri r^rithin the
rant criteria. Th

family other than the amount of the act,ar 'roan.
the

EVALUATION

24. What kinds of problems have caused the most trouble?"
The turn-over in staff os it ions nainl
a year rs not nearly enouqh to at tfact a seneral contractor f^ tha

00

position of project director. The total wase -structrrrc i q r1 i f f -i r-rr't r
work with.. The poor rine of communication be w n

to



25. What have been the main advantages of the program?

No labor coSts to the tlone owner. Providing a sanitary and decent

place to 1ive. Providing jobs, and the opportunity to be trained
and acquire a skill.

26. Whqt improvements would you sugges g2 A cut down in territory more

of a concentrated effort. Better Salaried positions.
of the screening system. Time element in one screening system and

than the approval of FmHA is much to long. More of a contribution
from public officials.

27. If larger grants or lower interest rates were available, could
more work of an
health, safety,
of trainees and the capability of having more trainees giving us

a larger construction crew would definitely give us a better

essential nature have been performed, i.e.
comfort? ylith an improvemenl in our f lacement

performance record.

Have others in
to make repair

that we have had. People just donrt want to yield theirdeed until

proximity to those houses repaired been prompted
s? Yes - This has been the best means of conmunication

28.

they se6' someone else do it.



29. Are there enough con
to perform the work?

tractors operating in your service area
Eastern Valencia - yes. In the other

three counties; Catron, Socorro, McKinley, it has been difficult
to get the plumbing and electrical work done promptly.

I

30. whllt leve1 of production are you workin
what you could if construction capabili
were removed? In other words, what are
units for rehabilitation in your area?

g at now, compared to
ty and funding restrictions
the limits on availableAt the present time pro-

duction is very slow due to the fact that because of the balance

of only two houses left to complete, the work crewsare taking their
time for the fear of running out of a job. The construction level

would be 100% more effective the second year. The trainees are

at the points to where they have become very knowledgeable. The

need is there and it wouldnlt hurt to look into broadening our

servlces.

.'b1



RURAL REHABILITATION/REPAIR EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
[Continuation)

I\that is the comparative cost? Manpower vs Contractor?

We have never made a comparative cost analysis.

32. What kind of repairs can actually be made with the arnounts
of the loans:

$1,SOO new roof or bathroom

$2r500 install new roof, a bathroom with fixtures,
plaster, stucco, paint, etc.

31.

Remove the concept
sidized labor) and
115 grant or loan.

nanpower trainees
packagers
secretary
foremen

In addition to comments
naire:

the manpower training progrELm (sub-
u would have the same effect as the
ith 150 or $2,500 done by a contractor,

1 community liaison
1 job developer
1 counselor
1 proj ect director (general

contractor)

of
yo

W

not much could be accomplished.

33. How many people are included in the administration costs?

29
2
1
4

on question #24 of the question-

Problem: When an elderly family received a 1oan, many
times this caused them to think that they r{ere su

Trainees
osed to
d difficulty

pp
hahave gotten a conplete remodeling job.

with home owners.

<&r
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.rune 12; 1973

lfhe llonorable Robort Taft, Jr.
Senator froru ohlo
OId Senate Offlca ruLldtng
Ro@ 110
I{ashlngtoa, D.C, 20510

tlear Senator Taf,t:

At the roqueet of your offLce, we have revLened the Hme
Preservation Act of 1973, wblch tle flnd, to be a very
thoughtful pleco of leglelatlon.
Onr revlew hag been frsnr trco vantagea. ftre fl.rst ie how
aff,ectLvely will the b111 ganre rural ztrrnerLca? (gae ls
a natl.onal non-proflt orgaalzatl.on, fedarally-f,unded, to
assist dellvery of lrousincr al.d to the rural poor. )
6econd1y, se have addresaed tlre questioa whetirer the
technlguee of the bL1I wll'L aid rehabilltat.lon efforts
genarar Iy.
lhrobere of our staff have adraLnLstered rnaJor federally-
aldodl relrab progrffire anrd, durLng J.ts fLrst tr*o years, gAC
hse asgisted geveral hrrndred, rural housLng clevcloinaent

Orr exper:lence has shorfir that the progrrsms Edmlnlstered
lry [fUD rarely reach corrn:rnJ.ties of less than 251000 popula-
tlon. Aceorcllnglyr the benefite of the Ilome Presertration
ect (herel.naftor called IIPA) wi].I. not reach rural Aneriea,
rhere 2/3 of, the countryra substandard housing exJ.sts. Ttle
golutLon, Ln our viere, ig t-o arrend, the b111 to desLgnate
the Fatrrrers liome AdminLstration ae the prLnary agent unCer
the Act for coroanrnltles of lese than 251000 population or
to provLde for IIEID to re-delegate authority to adri nieter
the provlslons of, the ect tn nrrat. ar_eaa auC Ena1l torrnrs.

Ira belLeve that ono of ttre mogt furportant aspecte of ]rour
bLU ls the provLsLon of dlreet federal loane Lo tl,tles If
and XrI. In orrr experlencep it ls those of lirnLted lncorne

- ...4
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vho have the problera of obtalnlng fu^ncls for rehabllltation
or for nreetlng lrouslng financial energeneieE. Ehis le due,
of couree, to their lorr-incoiiles buL ls also attributabls
to tho fact that theLr properties frequently e::ist l.n da-
cllnLng areas whore private cred:lt Ls uriavallable, coatly
or restrlcted. only direct federal. loans are realistlcally
ava-tlable for such persone. Thls has baen sho't+n La urban
area$ in ttre adininietratLon of fci1eral'Iy .asslsted conserva-
llon 'a.nd co,Ce enforcement prograns and in r.rral areas ln
itJra uso of 5A4 | which ean be obtaL:rerl only vrhen no other
ifor:a of crer-lit ls avallalrlo. I4oreovcr, tho lower itrterest
rato fron <lirect fecleral loans; (a) is a sj.qnLfLcent induca-
rnont to rehabllltate a-rrd (b) avolds tlre costli*ess to tire
tarrpayer of lnterest subsidLes, (sea conptroller Staats
teEtJ.rnony bof,ore .Iolnt EconoinLc Coir^e;d.ttee)

florleverl r{ro feel that puch loans are} Brore noededr Bnd lruore
deslred,, by rstEilles lJho rrlsh to undertake up-gradl.ng of
thelr property often rrlth labor of thelr o"rn, than by the
elderly, te whon t"r\e coverago of tl.t1e fI is linlted. Bhe

; experlence trl,th the 312 rehab l"oan program ln urban consetrva-
tJ.on and, corte eaforceiqent prograrxs is that tlr,e elderly of
llrnited J.nconee are reluetant to co,rimit thenselves to debt
to fu,tprovTa thelr proi:,erties. this wag so even 'rrhen up to
$3500 of rehab costg were covered by a grant trnder eectloa
115. lle woulci strongly recomnend that eltgtblllty undcr
tltle II be enlarged to lncluqle .fanl.lies, perhape llntted to
tjpse of lor* and noderate incorrre as defined for purpores
of othsr bouslng ald.s, auch as for 235 or 236 or for tha
ecnnparable 5OZ and 515 programg of the FarmerEl EoEro i\cminlgtra-
tlon. ff rshab Ls to accompllsh co=prehensive aeighborhood
or area prese![vatLon or reJuvenatLon; t]rs federal aid eannot
be lrrpJted to only eerta:Ln kLnds of rasLdente. Tbe di.vldLng
llne ahould be by l.nco,rte, Ln our vl.ew, nanely aJ.d for all
thoee who cannot afford to praEenre thelr propertLea regard-
lesg of theLr ag€ or physl.cal haudicapa.

Ineidentally, e1clerly ho:aee+nrers {n thoge nelghborhoods or
nrral aroas, rul:ero abancloruirent and CetsrLoration and substandard
houslng &re prevaleot tend to be of very lorr-.lncone and only
granta will bring al:out neoded repatr or rehabllLtatlon under
authorl,zatLons sueh ag 115 and that sought for 50{, as dlecussed
abgrte.

' 
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Sme specLfLc obserratlons on the languege of t},e br,ll
ate 3

al Tl.t1e I, B€cr 101, addlng see. 244 (e) (2) , appears
to exenpt structures rehal:lll.tated wlth the aid of
the I{PA fro;r :aeeting bul.kljsrqr co<le gtandards, Ttrlo, '
re belteus, could. be a gerious er:rotr. TIrs II?A should
encourage tire adoptLon of basic rehab standa-ids,
PeCeraI aid slrould not be extende6 f,or houslnq repal.r
rhleh tlo.es not relato to ir-crovtng the etrrrcturel
soundlress of a house anci/or its safety and, healthful-
nes$. Othenel,se, the eonditloas rrhl,ch eontrtbuto to
ebandonmeat are unchecked,

b, the defLnJ.tjon of "nel.s!il:orhood,s and areag" coverecL
by [iPA. as contal.neci in the i]rop,oee<I 244 (d] (3], see{qs
urbarr orieate,i. So nany nrral' area,sr eould be said not
to have "euffLel.ent publle utLll.tLes a.ud seraTLces ete.ri
that the Frograntg useful:ress in rural AuerLea would

, hbe greatly dlnrtnished.

I{o rculct couflne the def,lnltlom tc "reaeonably etable" areasr

Fast experLenee vlth fed.era1l1n-air3ed rehabi1i.tatLoa progra:us
haa ehown the neecl for public agenqp involvenont to police
uge of the feCeral aLds to insure conpetent and grrallty rpork
and sound, administratLon. ?ie bell.ove that, for rural a-rc€u,
at least, stata, reglonal. aad county bouelng ageacl.es aJrd
autlrorl,ties should be aselgned t.Le rela of adrcinJ.eterJ:rg the
Progf&anoEr Blrperrised by HS,t. . ',

Be ulsh to calt. to your attenti.ou B'! alternatlvc and grerhape
rinplor way to aLd rehabllltation for rtrral lo.+-Lnccne ho$s-
cmnetrE through lrsproveaeEta to the progran provirted for ln
the erlst!,ng eectioa 504 of, the llousinqr aet of 1949r dE araended.
Seetl.on 50t[ provldes f,or loc, Lntarest, dlrect federql. loans
ulth I0 year termg a:nd for grants up to $3500, for rehabillta-
tlon, through the Farnerg !.[o:rre adninlstratioa. Erl,ef1y,
lengthenlng tlre telarg of these loans, thus redueLng the s!-ze
Of, nonthl,y pa1'ments, would ena^ble Eore n:ral Elorsons to afford
unrlertaking rehabilj-tatlon. E'urtheri lf the Erant provl.slons
of, 504 wero funded, truly lorr Lnc-ose honeowners c6uf.d unCer-
tak-e properLy preservatlon. ?heso changes troul<t put rural
aroaa on a parlty with current urban prograns, rchLeh have 20
ys
t1

ar loans and fund,etl $3500 granta under sactl.ons 3LZ and
5? reslnctLvely,. Tlranl trsing t]rcse Loan and grant ai4a,

urlparately or Ln

'G

conbllatlon, I.orlaeope trural fanll.ies could
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aff,ord to make desperately neoderl proporty repaLrs. En-
cloeed ls a copy of, a stucly bry our staff se.ttfurg forth thege
pol.nts.

Aa you knowr rohab and repalr aLds, pertl.cularly the granta,
are even spre lnportant, la rural arees r*irera inccnres are
lower, houstng eholce more lir.d.ted and attactraent of ouetg
f€nA stronger tlran l,n urban end guburl:an areafr]

Your btll, !c(! believe, has a nrlrJbsr of, nery and, highly use-
f,ul provislons aud, subject to the above connentsr 116 applaud
it. I{e clo thlnic ttp languago eE the lLet rray need closer
revlew and that addttioual attention ehould be pald to tbo
rslatLon of thc progra$a ln this bill to exLstlag provislons
ln ttre nati,onal houslng leglalatLon, so that adGptlon of I{FA
rculd not add to au already eonplex sl.tuatisn.
IIAC uould like to be of furttrer he1p to 3;ou and yuur offl,ee
aftar these eorri.rants hava been revl.e*ra<l- f bsll.eve further
d,lacussLons uitlr your Btaf,f, uorrld be useful,

'Respoetfully,

€ordon Cananaugh
E=ecutive Direetor

Enclosure:

bcr James Neville
Arnold Sternbergr
Art collings
Senlor staff (El\C)
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The Eastern Kentucky Housing Development Corporation is a non-

profit housing development corporation operating in Leslie, Knott,

Letcher, and Perry counties in,Eastern Kentucky.

The area, served by EKHDC, is characterized by a high unemploy-

ment rate (over 7Z) and a high percentage of families on Welfare or

some form of assistance. Both these conditions are attributable to

lhg aEea's largrest industry, coa]- mining. In recent years, mechanization

has sharply reduced the need for workers which has caused an out

migration of peopte in add.ition to greatly reducing the number of

people in the area who are employed

The housing conditions in the four county area are also very

poor with L/2 of the units being classified as substandard. Over

crowding and the lack of essential plumbing facilities are the basis

of the substandard rating.

New housing activity in the area has been at a very low level

as indicated by the fact that there were only 52 housing starts re-
ported in the four county area for the 5 year period from 1966-1970,

and low levels of activity in both HUD and, I'armers Home Programs.

With these conditions as a background, EKHDC launched a program

which had two goals: first, meeting the housing needs of 1ow income

families, and second, to provide work for ttre many unemployed people

in the area.



One of the vehicles used to accomplish these goals was EKHDCTs

Joint Home Repair program. The unique combj-nation of programs and the

end result of these combinations make the EKHDC effort worthy of

special mention.

Programs

1) Farmers Home Administration Section 504. EKHDC has obtained

an agreement from FmHA to "reserve" at least $1001000

annuatly in Section 504 loans in the four county area

served by them. These loans are used for the purchase

of materiils

2l Department of Labor Operation Mainstream. The IocaI CAA

receives a grant from DOL for 88 mainstream workers. These

workers are assigned to EKHDC and perform all of the labor

in the home repair program. The estimated value of this labor

is $1r2251000 during the four year period ending in mid-1972.

3) Section 1119 of the Social Security Act. This section pro-

vides up to 5Ot federal government participation in a $5OO

grant to improve the sanitation, health or safety of a welfare

recipientrs home. The remaining 508 is to be paid by the

state. The state of Kentucky did not option to participate

in this programr so EKHDC applied for and received a 1008

grant program through another section of the Sociat

Security Act that provided funds for demonstration progrErms.

These grants are used for the purchase of materials. In

cases where more than $500 worth of materials are required,



the Welfare Agency has agreed to fncrease the welfare grants

by the amount needed to repay the loans for the additional

materiai-s.

4l Funds for the administration of ttre program are provided

by OEO and the Department of Labor.

The result is a program for low income families that provides

subsidy for materials in the form of grants or low interest loans,

subsidized Iabor, and federally funded administration

The success of this program can be measured by the 2300 units

repaired to date, the number of people trained and employed, and its
significant contribution to improving the housing cond,itions of low

income families in Eastern Kentucky
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